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PREFACE 

It is in a Moment of high frivolity that this project was 

undertaken. since then it has gone theough different phases 

and faced many trials. To work on a subject like films may be 

outside the established tradition and consequently received i~s 

-due share of scepticism as well as encouragement. Apart from this 

subjective side of the problem, objectively the difficulty was 

to avoid it becoming,or being considered as trivial. The problems 

waae both SUbstantial and methadological. SOcialogically informed 

literature on 4ndian Films is scarce and no serious work has been 

done in this field. Moreover, a comprehensive treatment of the 

subject reqUired a competence in political and mob psychology, 

socialogy of film, famil~ity with Indian mythological tradition 

etc. I caa not claim to have any of them, for my knowledge in those 

fields are far from adequate. This study is only a preliminary 

attempt, which may be developed at a later time. 

Many persons have helped me in preparing this dissertation 

and I like to acknowledge thema 

First, I thank Prof. Seshadri for his invaluable suggestions 
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and patie·nce to put 'up with my irregular work schedule; 

Mr. Rajeev Bhargava, for his guidence at the earlier stages 

of the. work and giving it a form and direction; 

Facaulty members of centre for political studies, who helped 

by their remarks at various stages of this v.ork; 



(ii) 

Librarian and staff Members of central Library, 

Jawaharlal Nehru University as well as Nehru Memorial 

Museum and Library, for their kind and fortpcoming 

pehaviourl 

My friends, who kept my morale in difficult 

conditions, without which this work would never have 

been completed, 

Finally, I thank all who are directly or indirectly 

associated with this work. 

r. v . ~-,(VY\i N.~OJ\~ 
(! • V .LAXl1I NARASAIAH _J 
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INTRODUCTION 
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The media of canmunication in general and films in partirular 

have attracted minimum acadenic attention in India, judgi_ng by the extP4 

of research done in other fields of socialogy and political 

Science. Even toda.y films do not qoy the prestige of·being 

¢onsidered 1AQrthy of serious disrussion and resecarch. fut 

this view is slowly changing with increasing awareness and 

menifestation of influence of movies on rociety 811d it's politics. 

In India the film medium has definite and_significant 

impact in at least two states, that is in Tanil Nadu and 

Andhra Pradesh. Politics and film had been intervroven in Tanil 

Ji adu fat' a long time. The film medium had been skillfully 

employed by the leaders of Iravidi.an movement to propagate party 

ideals qnd to win Slpport of the people. It has been a msjor 

vehicle ofDravidian movement. The power of the medium was 

exemplified by the rise of IJI!K and its capture of power 

in 1967 assenbly elections in Tanil Nadu. In Andhra Pradesh 

the impact was ofa..different nature and an indirect one. Telugu 

Dessn party, nine-months after its formc;tion by a popular fiJm

hero, "A\')n the assembly elections in 1983 defeating Congress which 

was ruling the State ever since its fonnation in 1956. In both 

the cases while there are s:>me similar! ties, many dissimilar! ties 

can also be frund. Even at the nationf.ll level many fllm-per ro

nal! ties entered into polities with varying degreesof success 

while many more intend to join. 



The above presentation is not to undermine other significant 

social ?.nd politicel factors. The attempt is to understand the 

role of a partio..tl~ element in rombination with others. More 

simply, the problen is analysed only fran a partirular point of 

view. The study is maninly concerned with the success of N. T.R. 

in .Andhra Pradesh. This will SJ.ggest us the possible, answers to 

. a 1 descllibe the phenomfna as who e • 
• 

· What are the reasons for the above mentioned political 

developments? Surely there must be oomething peo.11iar to film medium 

to have the kindof impact it had on Indian politics. This is 

aided by the type of political Ollture India has. The explanation 

is based on a search for possible answers in the nsture of film 

medium, content of 'populcr' Indian cinema and oper8ting Social 

and Political factors. It is necessary because,. if it is the 

situation which creates function, we should look into fP ecific 

situations to assess the relDtive importance of various factors. 

As suggested, the study will benainly analytical and explan'atory 

in nature. It is based on the assumption t~nt N. T.R. oould be 

successful not ·irreSpe.ctive of being a popular film-her~, tut 

only because of it. The role of his image is exenplified in 

the type of cOmpaign he carried out during. the elections. 

Keeping in view. the nature of the problem and the kind of 

study 1 t is. to proceed on the fo llowin_g lines. 

The first chapter is devoted to a discussion on the fr'ene

work of analysis tobe followed. This is done at t\'K> levels. 

First, the r elRtionship between films ::tnd Society is ··discussed to w 

under stand the dynamics of their inter action. e.. 
S,cond, tht>re is 



.. 

also ~ need to undestand how leader ship is analysed. 
y 

The v8ious 

appro8ches followed by Social scientists are considered in this 
. a t~~ 

regard. This chapter is also· in the nature .of sxrvey of existing 

literature on these a::pects so far as they have a bearing on the 

problem. The two aspects are first studied indlendently to know ,. 

how the former c;:;n have impBct Ft latter level. 

To understand the impact of any medium, it is also necessary 

to an~'lyse the nAture and content ot that particular mediUm, for 

the n.::<ture of the impact is determined by them. Consequently, 

the next two chapters deal w1 th these two aspects. The second 

ch~pter deFJls with the nature of the film medium being s.Jited tobe 

fAntastic and the kind of audience reaction which is determined by it • 

. The third ch fPter dee1ls w1 th the oontent of 'popular' Indian 

cinemA, ·which alongwi th the n;:1ture of the medium created its own 

'st8r s• 8nd brought immence popul~rity to film hercaes. It is based 
,f:i\e, 

on the BSSUmption that popular films are of same nature in all 

langu8ges in India, only with minor differences. They are essentially 

simil::,r in rn 80Y respects, having the same kind of influences which 

determine their rontent. 

Fin:-, 1 ch<'pter is devoted to the enalyii s of po)i tical 

developmPnts in Andhra. Pradesh which enabled N.T.R. to become 

Chief-minister in a short ~an of time, after founding his own 

p .e1r ty. The f;;ct of he being a popular .film-hero, the kind of 

im P-ge he accwir ed among Telugu Sldience, Social and poll t_i cal 

conditions :-·re taken into account to arrive at a complete 

expl -:onation. In the end, there is ;; short oompari sian and 
.. 

contr 2 st with Tgnil Nadu to enhance the under standing of the 

potenti2l of film medium to h.~ve impect on Indian Society and 

its politics. 



CHAPTER ONE 

TOWfBDS A FRAME - \\ORK OF ANALY'S IS 
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Communication may be regarded as the art o:f transmitting 

information, ideas End atti 'b.ldes ft'om one person to ano1her. 

Thus the term mass communication refers to "institutions and 

techniques by which specialized social grrups enploy technolo

gical devices (press, radio, film etc.) to disseminate symbolic 

content to large hetsrogeneous and widely dispersed audiences. "1 

Certain social conditions are to be present for the developnent 

of mass communications as defined above. Urbanization, 

industrialization and modernization la.ave created these oonditions 

in modern societies. Mirgration to urban areas, spread of 

11 teracy, increase in leisure time and income are some of the 

reasons for the phenomena of mass comrunication. But, as we 

shall see latet', .films can dispense with some of these 

r equirem~nts because of its different kind of appeal. 

What arethe functions of media of mass mmmuni.cation? 

As it's de.fini tion indicates the primary function is the 

dissemination of ideas .,and information -to a large pop.~.lation. 

The functions also include, as'Morris Janowitz puts it, · 

the transmission of a soci·ety' s heritage .:from e- one generation 

to another, the collection of information for the survei.llence 

of tn-e ennro.nm._ent and correlation of various parts of the 

society in response to changes in the environmEnt.~ Mass 

IYiedia, while perfonning these functions, both reflect the 

social structuce and values of a society and operAte as 

agents of social change. However social scientists view mass 
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media as limited agents of social change and 8P only one 

element smong others, such as technological progress, 

organizational controls, eul tur al and ideological forms and 

the process of socialization and personality development. 

Apart from it~ limited role, the mass mediaare to be considered 

as both ca1ses and effects, that is, tr eateJd as bot."l 

independent and dependent variables bec&.use of the diffuse 

nature of. the communi c::otion process. 

M,ass media are also one of the importc.nt agencies 

of socialization. Socialization is a proceSs whereby an 

individual is integr::1ted into society as he {!J'ows up. It 

involves learning of ideas and social mores and acquir~g 

attitudes which are conducl.ve to social rohesion. M 

individual is expected to learn tbe appropriete behaviotm 

which is expected of him in different kinds of social 

Situations. Thus, anything which transmits inform8tion and 

ide as connected with behaviour ?..!ld attitudes wi 11 have a 

bearing on socialization process. Obviously, f3Illily, school, 

work or employment si 'b.lation are important c:gencies of 

socialization. But in a modern world in v.hich change occurs 

at a fast r 8te then .learning, an individual's learning 

at younger age is to be constantly SUJPlplemen ted. The role of . 
mass media as agents of socialization occur ;:-,t this level 1 as 

a vast amount of information and ideas are transmitted by 

them which affects,.o:,. the behaviour and attitude of individuals. 
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I! politics end society are organically linked, 
• 

the process of socialization itself will have an effect 

on politics of society. Nevertheless, political sceentists 

talk in terms of poll tical communication and political 

socialization as analogous processes to socialization.. Thus 

political· sociallz~tion is defined in broader terms as 

"encompassing all political learning, formal nnd informal, 

deliberate and unplanned, at evsry stage of life cycle, 

including not only expli ci 1:!W political 1 earning h.l t also 

naninally nonpllitical learning that affects political 

behf'Viour, S.lch as· learnining of poll ticslly relevant social 

attitudes and the acqui s1 tion of politically relev<)nt 

personality characteristics."3 So defined1 political socialization 

is also a function of mass media, films not being excluded. 

Social outlook and standards may be pes sed on .not only in 

upbringing and education, l::ut attitudes· can also be 

conveyed and .hnplanted in ways which are more unsystematic 

and less intentional - for instance, through various 
4 

forms of entertainment. Here myths and values are not 
,........... l 

presented as such but ccmou\.._}:aged. Ev ~n if it is not in the 

direction of effecting major changes, it is an active process 

of reinforcement. Thus how the politically rel.-vant ideas 

are le~ned and coridi tion an incli vidual's orientation to 

_politics forms the basic ooncS"n of political socialization. 

It is a means whereby po 11 tical system Slpports and mainatains 
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1 tself and 1 s regardet as one of the four input functions 

performed by all political systems. Film, apart from being 

a mass comll'Unication medium, is having the function of 

entertainment as its predominant ooncern. 1n this r esl)ect 

it is more akin to a drama. Most of the times, a narratine 

cinema is nothing rut a filmed play. In a film, like in a 

play, all things arepresent to all people. It is a rombination 

of oong, music, dAllce and cfrr:ma. Hence it's appeal to all 

kinds of people. Film is technically more oo phisticated and 

has • certain added adventages. In a play, whole stage is 

always present and a selective projection is not possible as in 

a fi J.m. A spectator views .fi 1m through the 11 eyes of ccm era • 
• 

As we shall see in the SJ.bsequent sections, the functions Q.f e 

film are cetermined by its distinct ch8I' acter i sti cs. 

FilM .AND I? CIETY 

In the previous section the relationship between mass 

media and soeety is discussed with a view to put the study 

of films in a proper perspective. It is also mentioned that 

films stand out anong all media because of its different and 

peculiar characteristics. O.f all the conmunication media, 

motion pictures have the most universal .impact as they can 

transcend the linguistic, cultural and national barriers. They 

are esSentially visual, rut appeal to toth virual and auditory 

senses. Audience ~ecei ve a sense of enjoyment as a dominant 

reaction. It is true that many motion pictures have a goal no 

more ambitious than to give the viewers a period of relaxation 

through comedy, romantic drama or s..tspense shows. Also, withE 

extrenely heavy inveStment involved in [.Jroducing films, they 
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are aimed at an eductional level Slfficiently broad to attract 

huge audience. In their fear of offending organized so ci 2~, 

r eli gious and eoonomi c groups~ the m;:ik er s of the films too 

often avoid dealing with major social problems. And:hew Sarris 

makes theSIWile point when he writes: "The enormous expense of 

production and the p'rulicity attendent on exhibition ilake it 

mandatory for films to be in tune either with their society 

or at least with a sympathetic s.Jbculture within that society. 116 

\'ihi le the atove limitAtions arid consid'erations do not 

make' it possible for most of the fiJms to be directly related 

to politics of a society, it is not correct to conclude that 

they are no way related. Although most of the films are 

'entertainers' it is not the only function they Derforrn. 

Ap:::!rt ~om entertaining, films can educAte as. well ;~s inform. 

Now it is widely realized that 'fiJms also reflect the 

currents and attitudes in a society, its politics."? Film 

production and consumption being a part of social actiyi ty 

cannot be untooched by politics of a society. i\s F\.lrh.::llllmer 

and I sack son put it: "The cinan a does not exist in a 

sublime state of innoeence, untouched by the world..' It also 

has a political content, whether conscious or unconscious, 

hidden or overt. n8 It is not an exaggeration tosay that even the 

mo_st escapist movies manage to make st;;tements atout their 

society. It can also be argued that 1 all fiJms are ulti.rnately 

poli tic<=tl either as ltatenents or evasions"9 President Sukarno 

is said to hPve stBted that Hollywood film ( unpolitical ) 



forms the most efficient political cinema as they keep 

masses away from politics. 10 

9 

Thus politics and cinema may be related in differen·t 

ways. On the one hand, there is g~ of 'political' films 

which explicitly deal with political themes and events of the 

past or present. These are made with a clear intention to 

serve the purpose of proapganda. Newsreels and documentaries 

can also be included in this genre. All other feature films 

may be related in indirect ways as discussed above. Some of 

the American and European movies before and after the Second 

World War fall under the former category. Furhamm·er and 

Isaackson conducted a detailed analysis of some of these 

movies. The focus of attention was on how the native cause 

W?s justified and its people glorified, while the enemy is 

put in bad light. The purpose of their study is stated at 

the outset in preface: 1It.is mainly a collection of essays 

on movies which have a clear political purpose, on the cinema 

as a weapon of propaganda 1 ~ 1 Andrew Sarris also published a 

collection of his essays on political films, along with some 

other essays, under the title 1 politics and cinema 1 •
12 

In the second kind of studies, it is apt to mention a 

work by Siegfried Kracauer here. He studied Germa~ films 

produced between 1922 and the beginning of the Hitler regime. 

It makes use ofapsychological theory which states thatasociety,~ 

nation or population posesses a 'collective unconscious'. 
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It is employed by some analysts for those elements in·the 

individual's unconscious derived from the experiences of 

the race and Kracauer believes that motion pictures re-

fleet and satisfy these needs. It is Kracauer's thesis 

that in these films are found the reflected needs, striv

ing and tensions of the German people. .Further ,Kracauer 

assumes that the analysis of these films. not only reveals 

the characteristics of the German mass mind, but enables 

the historian to understand and predict Nazism.. Embedded 

within the manifest content of the films of this period, 

Kracauer finds motifs which .had a special significance both 

for those who made the films and for those who saw them. 

He states that what films reflect are not so much explicit 

credos as ~ psychological dispositions, but those deep 

layers of collective mentality which extend more or less 

below the dimension of consciousness. 13 

I:Bniel l.emer in his book, "The Passing of a traditional 

Society" emphasized the importante of media in the moderni

zatipn process.14 Media participationis treated as an 

opening wedge in the emergence of a modern, participant 

society. It is the vehicle of an expanding horizon, or 

what he calls the 'mobile personality'. Mass communication, 

in speeding and expanding the spread of knowledge acts as the 

great 'multiplier' in development. Writing about the JVliddle

East, Albert Hourani has argued that the process of change is 
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speeded by one manifestation of western civilization above all -

the film. 15 Lerner writing speclficallp aoout the films say, 

'where the impact of cinana has been massive and wstained< as in 
' . ' 16 ' 

modern Lebanon, the r esu.l ts are highly visible.' He also 

writes, "The movies teach new desires and new satisfactions. 

They portray roles in which richer 11 ves are ll ved, and provide 

clues as to how those roles can be enacted by others.' 17 

Harold Lasswell has provided a schane for· research in 

communication process. He identified four elements in any 

communication end put his scheme as 'who tells what whom with 

what effect? For any communication to take place there must be 

three elements: A source (transnitter), medium and receiver. 

Research in communic~'tion has tended to concentrate on any or 

all of the a~ects. Since the present:z study has the aim of 

studying a particular impact of film on society, it falls under 

the last element in the schane as provided by La·sswell. But 

as it is intended to be explanatory, not experimental, even 

the other questions annat be ignored. Emphasis on any one aspect 

will be inadequate and incanplete. As already sa.ic.l. in the 

introduction, this study will examine both the medium and its 

e:ffect. 

Now we come to the study of films in particul.::-1'. 

The question has been rightly posed by FUrhammer ;:md Isack

son at the end of their study on politics and film: 

'Whether 1 t is the intentions or effects that makes a film a 

political act? 18 It has been evident that intentions may not 
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produce the desired effects and indeed may have exactly 

oppos-ite ones (as with 'The Birth of a Nation' of Griffith). 

So they a.tggest that • what t,akes p lece must be assessed 

not only at the production level tut also at the consimer 

level." 17 Thus, it is not SJffici ent to study the content 

of a number of films, wt the re2ction an~ expectations of the 

audience should also be taken into account. 

MARxiST ANALYSIS: · 
I 

Classical Marxists analysed wl tur e as a part of 

'Superstructure' deriving 1 ts form and content from 

economic 'base•.· The analysis is linked with ided.logy 

and legitimation l:rld its underlying assuptions are 

those eJtpressed by Marx in different texts, ~s for ex~ple 

in the preface to the "contrib.ltion to the critique of 

political econany~ where he observed that social being 

determines the social consciousness rather than vice-versa. 

In·' The German Ideology' Marx and Engels observed that: 

''The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch 

the rulling ideas, i.e., the class which is ruling material 

force of society, is at the same time its ruling intellec

tual force. The classes which has the means of material 

product! un at its disposal has the control at the same .:t 

time over the means of mental production, so that thereby, 



generally speaking, the ideaS of those who luck the 

me~~ns of mental production are subject to it ••• their 

(ruling class) ideas are the ruling ideas of the epoch. 1120 

It was Antamio Gramsci who developed his concept 

of 'hegemony' in his works:2 1. According to him, ruling 

class does not mer ely force subordinate cl·asses into 

confd.rmi ty by domination, rut wins their acquiescence 

through ideology9 Althusser, introduced another dinension 

13 

in his celebrated essayon 'ideology and ideological state appara

tuses' when he Said that far thefunctioning of capitalist 

system what is important is not only reproduction of 

forces of production, tu t also reproduction of relations 
22 of production. 

The Frankfurt school theorists feel that the conventional 

analysis presented above is insufficient, 23 They insisted 

that cultural phenomena could not be analysed within the 

simple base-superstructure model. They also believed that culture 

can not be understood independent of social totality, • In itself'. 

The attention was focussed on an assessment of the mode in which 

id~as and beliefs are transmitted by 'popular cultt.n:'e' • As indi

vidual consciousness and unconsciousness were encroached upon 

by agencies-which organise fi'ee time-for example the_radio,. 

television, film and p~ofesSio nal sport industries, they 
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a. 
perceived the importance of developing sociology of 

'm 8 se culture•. Later they replaced it for the word 1 rulture 

Industry'. for mas culture does not rise from masseS 

s·pontaneously. Culttre today iS not the product of genuine 

demands, rather, it is the reSult of demand which are 
. 24 

evoked and manipulated. 

'!he main ideaS of the Fr~ckfort school theorists 

are as follows; The cuture industry prodoces for mass 

consuption and Sif}lificntsly contritutes to the 

determi.nation of that consuption. For people are now 

being treated as objects, machineS, 'outside as well as 

inside CJ the work shop. The consumer, as the producei'S, 

·has no sovereignt§y. Its goa~ is the productin of goods 

that are profitable and consun:::able. It operates to ensure it 

1 ts OWl reproduction. 2 5 

What are the effects of culture in:dustry according to 

them? Adcrno wries'It impedes the development of 

automomous, independent individuals who judge and decide 

consciously for themselveS. • 26 Thrrugh displaced wish-

fulfillment, substitute grAtification, the industry 

seeks to meet individual needs for diversion and distraction. 

In doing t!D; it encwrages iJI!dentification with prevailing 
' 

norms and conditions. 
i 

They say that the industry app ~als 
' . . . 



to, develops from and reinforces .a state of dependence, 

anxiety and ego weakness. The message it conveys is 

one of adjUstemant and obedience. 
27 

' 

So far, we have outlined the ll berat and marxist 

approacheS, Each approach has its limitations if strictly 

adhered, to. The present study tries to barTow ide''·S 

15 

from ooth as they are sui table to the analysis. In other 

words, it simply follows 'ecle.ctic' method,. for its obvirus 

adentages. \'/hen the content of the fi Jms is discussed, 

.it treats it as part of popular culture .. \'lith regard 

to effects, it is felt th,::t the consideration of 

'Star System' in a §ociety is a useful nnalytic3l tool 
, 

to understancl the phenanenA in Indian context. 

So far the. attempt was to understand the relation%hip 

between films and society and how their inten:a:tion can be 

analysed. /:t$ said in the introduction of this study, one 

of the influences of fiJms in ldia is po.PJlar film-herr~~es 

becoming political 'leaders. The· attenpt here is to understand 

how the image aco.tired acting in the movieS played· a dominant 

role in the em.er gence of N. T~1 .• so, there is a need to under stand 

how the phenomena of 1 eadership in a society is an alysed to 

canplete the disccission on prame-work of analysis. 
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.ANALYSIS OF LEADERSHIP 

Leadership is a complex oo cial phenom P.non. It 

can be defme d as 1 a role or function played in a situation 

within a context of culture, to attaih a ~ecified goal of 

goals 11 •
28 

The above definition makes it clear that there 

are many elements which need attention in the study of 

leader ship. 

I 
The study of the leader ship largely centred around 

analysis at various levels and different aspects. The study 

of the leader ship can be carried out at different levels like 

tribal, rural, regional and national. Social scientists 

have analysed the changing composition and recruitment of 

leadership at all these levels. 29 FUrther, in a demnoeratic 

society the recerui tment may be done from many occupations and 

diverse strata of society. The focus of some studies has been 

. the sotial, economic, political and eedUcational background of the· 

leaders~ The changes @t'ought about by changing economic and 

cocial conditions were g1 ven due attention. _ T'ne national 

leadership in third wor·ld countries, which \e!'e libe.rated after 

Second World war, was analysed in great detail. There are 

studies on leadership in developed and indu.strialized countri:es 
3J 

as well. More or less, all these studies areb~sed on enpir ical 

research. But the more fundamental question to be '"'nswer ed is 
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how the approach to the study of leader ship is determined, Now 

the following discussion dlncentrates on this aspect. It is 

true thBt leadership has bro8dly two dimensions, psychological 

and sociological. Each aspect is ronsidered sep erately 

before discusslng about the approach. 

There are rumber of ways in which 1 one individual 

may be different from others in certain social situations and is 

said to be' leading' others. It is inherent in the concept of 

leadership that others It ere aware of him and he ex~cises 

influence upon them. Further, 'lead_ing' also implies a shared 

direction, and this, 1n turn, 1m:; lies that all pc:1rties have a 

common goal or at least sim118!' or compatible ones. Hollander 

and Julian say that leader influence s.Igges;ts a positive 

contribution towards the attainment of these goals. What rare 

the elements ~ich are present in this relationship? Definition 

of simplest unit of analysis in leader ship as 'the act of 

leading' le?.d us to identify four basic ·elements; ( 1) the 

1 eader, wl. th his characteristic ability and personality 

and his resources relevant to goal attainment; (2) the follower·ti,. 

who also have relevant abilities, personality characteristics 

and resources, ( 3) the situation wi.thin ·which the relationship 

occurs, (4) the taks with 1Nhich ·they are rontronted. The nature 

of the leader-influence relationship and the characterization o:f :tll 

the act of leading are to be undEJ>stood in terms of interaction 

between these four sets of variables. 31 

! ; 



'Interaction' theories suggest that leadersi1ip in 

any form might be understoOd in terms of the four variables 

mentioned above. In the rontext of these theories there is 
' a roan for thorough exploration of the extent to which 

attri1:utes of leaders are related to the process of 
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leadership. The earliest e:xp lanation of leader ship phenomena 

was given in terms of pers:>nAl qualities that, while partically 

modifiable and learnable, characterized the individual end 

established his dominance of and influence in an:l situation. 

Gibb' s report of si tua.tional shifting of leader ship in sn all 

groups and Stodgial' s study of literature on personality traits 

revealed thc:t those personality traits which are leadeJ>shjp 

traits depend upon the situation and requirement of theggoup. 

Many other studies have also provided the evidence that 

personality factors contril:ute to the e:nergence Dnd maintenance 
32 

of leadership status. 

Analysis of leader ship from the sociological point of 

view took the form of 'great man' theory, 'elite theory' 

Weber's analysis of authority, and leadership based on techincal 

competence in industriE~lized countries etc. The approach is 

determined. according to the time and orientation of the 

individual writer. According to great-man theory, outstanding 

leaders determine the course of history. These writers place exc1·~ 

usive e:npxhasis on great individuals, for exgnple, Nepoleah Bonaparte, 

and argus. that the course of history would h;::~ve been different but 

for these leaders. This type of explanation is a much too 
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simplistic one. Models of ruling elite explain social systens 

in terms of power concentrated in the hands of reletively 

sn all and exclusive leadership groups. The principal theorists 

of this school are vil.fred pareto, 1'-1osca, :t'iichels and 

recently c. w. Mills. Pareto talked of 'circul:.:~tion of elites' 

according to which one~oup of elite replace another at the 

top. Michels said that leadership and democracy are incompatible 

and leadership inevitably becomes oligarchic owing to thevery 

nature of power. 34 c. w. Mills analysed power structure in United 

St8tes and cr1me to the conclusion that it is dominated by a 

'power elite' that is in command of the major orgcnizations of 

the society. 35 

Weber's analysis of pure form of BU thori ty is of 

some importance here as will be made clear later. He classified 

it into three types according to the kind of the claims to 

'legit:Jatacy' typically made by each. Every system of authority 

tries to win the oonsent of the governed, that is, wants to 

legitimise itself instead of relying upon coercive pov1er. 

Deepending upon the type of legitim<-ccy which is claimed, the type 

of obedience, the kind of administrative.~) staff ;:-,nd mod'e of exerci.s

·ing authority will differ. The validity of claims to legitimacy 

may be based on; ( 1) Rational grounds which rests on a belief in th<t! 

legality of patterns of normBti ve rules and the right of 

those elected to 6-lthority under such rules to iss.te commands; 

( 2) 'l'r adi tional grouJ1ds which rests on an established belief in 

the sanctity of immemorial traditions e:nd the.legitimacy .of the 
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status of those exercising authority under them; ( 3) chari sn:3tiQ 

grounds which rests on the devotion to the specific ;-nd exceptional 

sanctity, heroisn or on exenplery character of an individual 

person. 
36 

Although these types of ~thori ty ~e not found in 

pure form in the external world, they are useful as ideal

types. Each fcrrm of authority found in the external world 

contain elenents fran two ar all of them. liD ideal-type 3 s 

such is constructed by the &abstraction and combination of a 

number of elenents which, although found in reality, Are 

rarely discovered in this specific term. Such an ideal-type 

is neither a description of any aspect of reality, nor is it 

a hypothesis. It enables us to focus precisely upon the

oreticAlly relevant aSpects of anpirical reality. It also aids in_ 

comparison, generalization and explanation. This becomes 

clear when analysis of charisnatic leadership is tc-.ken up at 

a later chapter. After a rRther short treatment of literature 

on leader s:ip, now specifically the various approaches are 

discussed. 

In psychological or •trr-it approcch' the forus is 

on the leader himself, to the exclusion of other variables. 

:Initially this took the shape of great. man theory which asrumed 

that leader ship could be explained by psychological or physical 

characteristics or tr8its of leaders which r~1re presumed to 

differentiate them fi'cm others. Some sought uni tory le2dership 

traits ccpable of characterizing leaders wherever found. Others 
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looked for constellation of traits constituting general 

leader ship. W.olfenstein has mad a comparative study of 

four. leaders viz. Hitler, Qrurchill, Lenin snd Gandhi. He 

analysed the 1i ves of each leader' in some detail and looked for 

common psychological traits arriving at the conclusion that 

these leaders had unuSlally well developed and ego rupportive 

super egos. All of then had relative lack of objective ties, 

viewed the world as divided into good and evil cctnps and had 

single minded devotion for pupose - all of \o.hich developed 

out of resolution of. the adolscent identi t; cri sts. "57 

In another study, Cllarles Cell has constructed a 

charisnatic scale taking into consideretion a rumber of 

factors like attitude of leaders and the~r popularity during 

their life-t:ime. He applied it to a number of leaders 211d 

placed them in decreasing order on chr>..rismatic scale, as Hitler, 

Mu ssollni, Slkarno, Mao, Castro Cllarles de Gaulle and Lenin. J3 

Many arguments can be advanced against this type of studies. 

So for little evidence has been found for the existence of 

universal character traits that define the essential end 

distinguishing qualities of leadership. Moreover, as we have 

already seen, relevance of a trait will depend on the ::p ecific 

situation in which it occurs. This brings us to the second 

major approach. 

The 1 situational' type of analysis, on the other 

hand, views leader ship as a function o;f the 
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situationist does not abandon the search for significant 

personality ·characteristics tut attempt to look for them in 

situations containing common elements. Even though they take 
' . . 

into account pers:>nal qualities of leaders, main emphasis is 

placed upon the social conditions that give rise to leaders0iP• 

~1.1)0 
So far, the 1 a~ects of the problE!ll are independently 

d1 scuss~d. The impact of the film on politics at leader ship 
. ' 

level is only one manifestation of it ex<?roplified in the case 

of Andhra Pradesh. In Tamil Nadu the imp;;ct had been 

different. Even in this st,'te film-heroes played no 

insignificant role in papulerization of perty ideals and 

programmes. This p P..rti o..tl ar personality trait, that is, being 

a film-hero, found to be extremely useful in both the states. 

In the final chapter the developments in both the states 1 s 

diso.tssed fran the poj.nt of view of the .:tramewor~ presented 

in the foregoing discussion. 
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CHAP'I'~ 'l'WO 

FILM ANU AUUI~NCE 



.. In this Chapter an attempt is made to analyse the 

nature ana characteristics of tilm meaium. To unaerstand 

the impact of any medium, it iw necessary to unaerstana 

its nature too, for. quite often the impact is aetermineo 

by it. Unlike any other medium film is most suitea to be 

• fantastic •. It makes people believe in impossible things 

happen.ing. The reaction of the audience is conaitioneo by 
~ I 

the two aspects of the film, that realistic charac"t.er of its 

images and the'•1movement. ~ile oealing with the reaction 

of auai~nce, an attempt is mace to analyse the character of 

film-viewing, ana tii.na.lly how movies function to auoience. 

Betore starting our analysis, a tew points ar~ to be 

maae clear. The research with regard to the reaction of the 

aua ience has not been systematic. Moreover, often the results 

are not supporting each other. But, heJ;e the s tudy is not 

concerned with the: change in attituaes ot spec1:.ators either 

with r eagarc:l to propaganoa films or other .Kino of tilms. we 

are only concernea with th~ fantastic aspect of th~ nature of 
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the meaium, which, as we shall see in ehe next chapter, together 

·with the content of th~ popular c'inema make not only films 
t 

popular. but also to a great ext~nt its heroes ana to aless 

extent others connect~u with it. Inoian tilms serveing.the 

consciOus. phantasies of the audi'='nce. became not only well 

establishea as a big inaustry. but also b~come a nec~ssit~ 

rather than a luxury. 
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T.E. Hulm~ in his book •speculations• says that there is 

an eternal antagonism in all arts betwe~n realism ana £ormalism.1 

tet both of these ditferent artistic attitudes are born of a 

like attitude to the chaos of experience which is li~e itself. 

The realist looks at experience steadily ana records it to 

analys this in the process. The formalist rejects actuality 

as such except in so far as he can create a permanent form 

of beauty from it which he may eternalize in the processes 

of arts ana l1terature.2 This antagonism gives rise to two 

different views about the nature of the art. The realist 

tradition maintaining that *Art imitates nature• or holds 

'mirror up to nature•. Therefore the ideal of art is ·to •create 

an illusion of reality•. This view has a long tradition which 

caa be traced back to the ideas of Artistotle. opposing this,· 

an antirealist "tradition denies that the goal of art is to 

imitage nature. They maintain that to create a work of art 
.bt.tk' to 4c:lol s,·~V\i f\c.aY\~ ""e..v .f-crr"W\'\ 4-o ~e.. """e.~ ... ,· ais . 

is not simply to copy the world, The object may express the 

' feelings and emo1;.ions of its creator, or tnat the artist manages 

to impose a beautiful or significant torm on materials with 

wnich ne works.3 

APPlying these ideas to the-£ ilm medium, one can arrive 

at t±wo different views about the nature and function of the 

' fi.lm medium. I£ the goa.J. of art is on.J.y to imitate nature, 

then motion picture make it possible to achieve this ~deal in 

an unprecedented way~ ACcoroJ.ng to this view film shou.J.d try to 

recora the physical reality in an objective snanner. But anti

realist view gives rise to the opinion that film, like any other 



art form, must offer an interpretation of the wor~d and try 

to create new tormfs of reality.4 

Kracauer, who belongs to rea~ist SChool 4Re4 says that 

film art ·~iterally redeems this world from its dormant 

state, its state of virtual non-existence, by endeavo~«ing 
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to experience it through the camera.S uruiJte Jtracaudr, Bazin 

~iews the films• rea~ism as an expression of the mythic, not 

scientific spirit, and believes that the function of film is 

not to redeem physical reality cut to exempt audience from 

their physical destiny. Rudolf Arnheim, on the other hand, 

retutes the view that cinema is a mere mechanical reproduction 

of physical reality. If it were, it woujl not be an art. He 

trees to show what the 4ifferences between film l.mage ana 

standard perception of physica~.rea~ity are. The film image 

suffers from a reduction of depth. a distortion of perspective 

and accentuation of perspective. overlapping, etc.6 

The above cited views express the difference of op~nion 

between realist and formalist SChools of thought. But v.F. 

perxins has a different opinions '~"The central ach.1evernent of 

film.is to be founa in fictional narration, wh1ch ach.1ves as 

synthesis of film's two tendencies. In this fi~m ach.1eves its 

unique b~end of photographic rea~ism and oramatic i~l.usy.ion.Jt7 

There are two baeic teatures of the fi~m. They are the 

mechanism emp.l.oy~d ana _the c reat1on of an illusion ot motion. 

More than any other art fllm .1s techno.Logica~.l.y aeterminea. 

The history of the fi~m.is the h~story o~ the invention or its 

means. Fi~m 1.s necessarJ.ly an ,art ot: J.~.Lusion from the very 
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beginning. Both by fabricating the lrnages to be projected and 

by man.1pUJ.ating the speed and sequence .of their projectl.On, 

film can and do revel in the creat1on of most elaborate illusion~. 

s.parshott regards maay of the views expressed by p~nofsky, 

Kracauer, and Arnheim as dogmas. •Whatever be done with a medium 

is among its possibilities and hance true to it in a sense 

that has yet to be shown to be illegitirnate".a He offers 

an account of film medium which inaicates oath its great range 

and special features - its unique way of representing space, 

time and motion. He saysa •Film is unique in its capacity 

for visual recording and analysis, in its ability to convey 

the unique present reality of things, in its ability tor eveal 
,. 

qualities of lives; but also in its tormal freedom, its capacity 

for realizing fantasy and developing abstract forms".9 Roger 

ManveAl also expresses the same view th~ film is a technical 

medium •""'~ suitea to be fan~astic. '.L'he film has oeen a 

playgCGUDd tor fantasy from the start when Melies·ot Fr,~ce 

went star-gazing ·on the moon. The film remains an expert 

medium etor fantasy because it is so realistic, •seeing is 

believing•. The films can make all thi~ngs credible. 'The 

truer regions of fantasy lie not in the easy technique of 

superimposed images, but in the f~ntastic approach to life 

tound in tilms.'lO 

vib»S 
Having consiaered various)(expressed about the nature and 

function of film meaium, now we turn to the questions ot audience 

expectations and gratifications, characterizat.ion o:t t:l.lm 

experience etc. 

,. 



How can we characterize film eAperience ? How do 

spectatox-s xeel 1nsiatt a movie-hous~ ? Kracautlr analyses 

this in aetail. He says that tilms can be expectea to 
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intluence the spectator in a manner a~nieo to other meoia. ~Re 

'.L'he xirst effect is the impact on the senses. Different kinds 

of pictures call forth ditferent reactions. some xilms address 

themselves directly to the intellect, some function merely as 

symbols or such. 'Film images primarily affect spectator's 4iHiR-. 

senses, engaging him physiologically, betore he is ina position 

to respond intellectually.'ll Kracauer gives the tollowing 

x-~asons tor dle abov·e assumption. Films record physQ.cal 

reality xor its -'OWD sake. struck by the reality character 

of tht= r esul tant 1mages, thtt spt:tctator can not help reacting 

to th(:!m as he woula to the material aspect ot the nature. 

Hence dlei.r appeal to sensitivity. Keeping with the recoraing 

o.b..Ligations, film also renders th~ worla in motion. By 

its v~ry natur~, tilm is a success~on ox ever-changing imag~s 

wh.ich altogether gi.;es the impression of a flow, a constant 

movement. Moreover, tilm may fttature or represent things 

maving. 'Movem~nt .is the alpha ana omega ot themeaium•. 

Movement is attracti~e in itself and acts as a physiological 

stimulus.l2 

Th• second effect of the film viewing is lowered consctous

ness. He says that with phys.i.ological stimulus, organis 

tensions and excitement will follow. It appears that with the 

mov•egoer, the self as mainspring of thought and decis~ions 

relin~ishes its power of control. In contrast to theatre 

where people are themselves, in cinema they dissolve into all 
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things and beings. Film tend to weake~ spectator's conscious

ness, Wh~cn ~s furtnerea ~Y darkness in movie-houses. Dark

ness reduces cont~t with acsuall)y and lulls their mind. 

Film is compared with drug oecause of its stupefying_ effects.l3 

Lowered consciousness may lead to dreaming. Movie~ goer 

finds h1msa•f in a state between waxing ana s!eeping, wh~h 

favours "hynotic fantasies. To the extent that films are mass 

entertainment, they are bOuno to cater to aesires and oay 

dreams of ~e puD!ic at !arge. 'l'his is why Homlywood is termed 

as 'dream factory•. 'l'he events on the screen can ~e supposeo 

to bear somenow an ac~ual dream patterns of aud1ence.l4 

Spershott also compares viewing a tUm with a dream. He 

saysa "There are inaeea many ways ~n whiCh tilm go~ng is like 

dreaming, out the !iXeness is always qualified ••. Films are 

liKe dreams ~nvo!ving spectator in a world whose course he 

cannot conuol, but it .is unlike them in that their world does 

not incorporate the aream of effort and particip~ ion.lS 

Christian Metz po~nts out the dfferences between dreaming 

ana film-viewing. The dreamer. does not know that he is dreaming; 

the film spectator knows that he is at the cinema.l6 The 

second major difference between the filmi.c and dream e::per ien_ce 

4e5 ... derives from the first. Filmic perception is a real 

perception W1ich is not reducible to any internal psychological 

process. The film image Delongs to that class of •real images• 

·(paintings, drawing,., engravings, etc) wh~ch psychologists oppose 

to •mental 1mges •. 'l'he difference between the two is; What 

separates perception. from imagination 1n terms of a phenomenology 

of consciousness. What characterizes filmic perception is that 
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it l.DVQlves a stimu.Lus, whereas dream •perception does not• .17 

Christ~an Metz feels that filmviewing is more aKin to a day 

dream. Daydream is a waking adtivity like filmic ••t~" state 

and uDlike dream. This is freud • s • r<Jt.gtraum •, the daytime 

dream, in short, consc~ous phantasy. 'The degree and manner 

of logical coherence of the novelistic film are rather like 

those of the •petit roman• or •story• which are Freud's terms 

for conscious phant&JY•'.18 

Christian Metz also says that fiim being axin to aay-dream, 

serves as fantasy fulfilment. 'l'o quote him: "With its 

authentic (external) images and sounds, the novelistic film 

helps nourish the subjects• phantasy flux with supplementary 

material brought in from outside and irrigates the figures of 

his desire; it is not to be doubted the ciassicai cinema is 

among other things a practice of affective fuifiiment. All 

faction - Vbat Freud ca&J.s • fancy •, serves this same purpose, 

it proposes behavioural schemes and libidnal procotypes, 

carporai postures, ttpes of d~ess, models of free behaviour 

o1: seduct:ionand is the initialing authority for perpetual 

adolescence, the classical film has taken, in relay fashion, 

the historical place of the nineteenthcentury novel (i£i~elf 

descended from the ancient epic) "•19' 

This, Phantasy relationship is further exemplified by 

Spectator • s reaction to movies either as pleasant or as 

unpleasant. Again to quote him: "From the topographical 

point of view, filmic unpleasure can arise, depending.on 



the circumstances, from two distinct sources, a nd sometimes 

from their convergent actio~. It can arise on the side of id 

when the id is insufficiently nourished by the diegesis of 

the film; (when) instincuual satisfaction is stingily dealt 

out, we have then a case of frustration in proper sense 

(actual frustration in Freudian te~ms); hence films that seem 

to us 'dull' or 'boring' etc. But aggressivity against the 
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film ••• can result equally from an intervention of the superego 

and the defences of the ego which are frightened and counter-

attack, when th~ satisfaction of the id has, on the contrary, 

too intense, as sometimes happens with films in bad taste, or 

films that go too far, or are chilaish, or sentimental, or 

&ado-pornographic films etc.; in a word, films against Which 

we defend outselves by siilling or laughing, by an allegation 

of stupiaity, grotesqueness, or lack of vtr isimil itude 11 .20 

In short, ~t th~ spectator is to like a·film, the aetails 

of the narration must sufficiently please his conscious and 

unconscious phantasies ~ permit him an instinctual satisfactio~ 

and this satisfaction must stay within certain limits; musb 

not pass the point at which anxiety ana rejection woula be mobi-

lizea. 

In terms of wisa-tulfilment also, film-viewing is more 

in the nature of a dayaream than a aream. The film is twice 

interior to oream in thi.s regard; it i.s alien ana it i.s :telt 

as 'less true•. In relation to the daydream, the ba~~nce is 

' 
shi~tea. 'rhe emotional satisfaction provided by the tilm is 

no less than in the: day-dream. It is a question in both cases 
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of a pseuao-belief, a consenteo-'Co simulation. "The 

profound conformity to one•s images, if occurs, is a 

specitic joy receiving from the from the external worla 

images that ar~ usually internal, seeing the 4amiliar images 

1nscribea in a physical location (the screea), of discovt:ring 

in this way something almost reallsable in them of ~eeling 

for a mom~nt that they are pReaa perhaps not inseparable 

from th~ tonality o't which most o.tten attt:nas them, f.L:om 

the common and accepteo ye~ slightly oespairing impression 

ot the impossible•.2J Th~ drem responos more to the pure, 

wish in its original madness; the tilm is more reasobable and 

measured satisfaction where in enter a lcr ger share of compromise. 

If the tilm and daydream are in more direct _competition than 

the .tilms and dream, if they ceaselessly encroach upon each 

ot:her, it is because they occur at a point of adaptation to 

reality. The dream belongs to ttie childhood and night, the 

tilm and daydream are adult and belong to day.22 

Theorists have also compared viewing a tilm both wm:.h 

reading a novel ana with watching a play. ,Spectator enjoys 

the solitude as 1.n the case of former and reacts to s~gnificant 

events h'Wllanly in the company of others, as in the case of latta:-~ 

watching a tilm preserves the modern sense ot privacy. offering 

the viewer bOth invisibi~ity and absence of responsibility • 

The experience is eesen~ia~ly •veyeuristic• and sometimes 

even pornographic. 

• 



For Parker Tyler. film experience is more explicitly 
• 

sexual ana psycno~ogical. For him the 'darK-enshrouded 

pass~v~ty encourages tne •daylight dream•. In this state 

the movie• screen cranscenas ~ts role as a maxror of nature 

and the viewer • s unconscious mind can read the film • s .images 
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symbolically. He says that the resonant images of a Ho&iywood 

film mirror· mythic cul.tural. values ana 'evo.K.e primitiveresponses 

~n the mass audience. He says that comparat1.ve mythology 

ana psychoanalysis have made us aware of the persistence of 

aeep psysll=tc needs. and the film responds, to these needs 

in away tne contemporary popul.ar re.Ligions fai.J. to ao. 23 

Ken Kelman observes that •tne spectator is reduced to a 

voyeur - wh~ch is, increasingly. the individual • s ro.te in 

society at l~ ge.24 

so far we have discussed the nature of the t i.Lm· mealum 

ana characterization of fiim-viewing. But what do audience 

get out of fil.ms 1 Before answering the above question, it 

shoULd be made c~ear that r eserach ~n this area has not, been 

systematic and consequent.J.y definite answers can not be found. 

Nevertheless there is iot of analytncal literature availab~ 

~n th.i.s regard. They give us a insight l.nto the process ana 

macnan.1sm l.nvolvea. Motion pictures achieve their effects becauee 

they help tbe individual to cognize his world. •cognition' is 

the response of an inOividuai ~n the s itua:. ion wh~ch ~s s.J.ective 

ana creative and not simp~y passive. 'LiKe the folk tale, 

classic drama. primitive story tel.L~ng or mea~eval morality 

play, the film may be regardea as a means through which the 
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.1.naiv iduaJ.. under stands hlmse~·t, hl.s social. roles and the 

va.1.ues of %his groups• .25 It l.s a.L.so a means by which 

the .1.ndividua~ orients hl.mse~f .1.n a un.1.verse of events 

wh.1.ch appear to occur naphazard~y and chaotica~ly. H.1.s 

n~ed for meaningfuJ...experience .1.s a neea for order. P& 

.t~sycho.1.ogic~J.y, an 1mportant aspect .1.s that of participation. 

-· It is the special. characteristic of th~s ~M medium that 

the inaividuaJ.., has an opportunity to project himse~f lnto 

s.1.tu~ ions ana to some aegree share in exper.1.ences otherwise 

denied to him. He ma·y move into a world other than his own 

ana acquire sociaJ.. identifities and play social roles ~n 

many groups otherwise inaccessib~e to him. He may vicar iuusly 

experience how other peopJ..e react .1.n a variety of situat10ns.26 

' 
'lbere are some other ideas about how movie~ might function 

as; Audience can learn from movies infOrmally. In films are 

modelled many life situaions that the ordinary per son will 

sooner or later face. How they are handled is may or may not 

itself be exemplary, but the .very fact of being able to 

aaticipate them is valuable. There are several ways in which 

this learining function of movies can be used by audience. 

Many movies are oot set lln the groups to which most of the 

audience belongs, but -rather among groups to which they aspire 

to belong. Examples are the films about the rich, the powerful . --- , 
. ul.l 
the gl~ous, the successful. such groups are reference 

points for audience. If the young see a film about married 

life, .i~ the poor see a film about the middleclass, and if 

the films are remotely plausible, this will make concrete 

·, 



for them the characteristics of their refereace group. 

Powdemaker notes that •audience tena to accept as true 
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the£ part of a movie-story which is beyond their expereince".27 

Associated with this function is another learning function, 

namely, star~s aspiration. sometimes the movies will portray 

a way of life in such a way as to attribute to it a high status. 

A further aspect of this whole matter is anticipatory 

so~ialization; those ot a lower status or belonging to groups 

differenEt from reference groups to which tmey aspire, can 

learn from the films how these groups behave ana to adopt lifesty

les they have come to think are appropriate. 

AnOther tunction is reignforcement of values. working 

class may like the movies which show here, as adventurous 

and success~ul, who is faithful to his duties, where education 

ana wealth play not a much signiticant role.29 ~nee portrayal 

of certain charaqters ana ways of life in movies is e~££~5~ 

suffused with approval. When middle-class ways are held up 

for all to admire, this legitimates the middle-class way of 

life. Mvvies can also con:ter status on what they portray 

by bringing legitimacy to them. As Jarvie puts it; •values 

.and mores can be shown as rem~kable or ~ven admirable ana 

heg;:e have their status enhancea. Because movies fea·ture 

stars, stardom has status1 because miodl~class life is 

extollea, it is important and worthwhile.30 

Now we come to the important tunction of mov iew, that is, 

ia.:ntification ana escape. Movies ot:ten picture· eith..,r heroes, 
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or events or locales with which the movi~-goer can id~ntify. 

To id~ntity with a virile or successfu~)hero, to feel part 

of the exciting events which _surrouna him, to imagine oneself 

transplatea to exotic locales, is a form of vicarious enjoyment. 

But why do· spectntors need to escape into fantasy life 1 Freud 

in his 'Civilization and its Discontents• expressed the view 

that all humans need compensation because physically all human 

life consistsof sublimation, repression and frustration. 

There is a human need to fantasize in the same way as there 

is a need to sl~ep, or need to dream. Coping with reality can 
\ 

go on only if occasionally there is a respite from it, a 

respite where we imagine a world with other probelms, or no 

prooiems, and where there is childish fantasy of omnipotence 

prevau. ~at audience do is then to act out the probl_ems 

of real .life in unreal ways, which may release tension a~~ 

as dreams are thought ._.Q to do. 31 

To conclude this chapter, it can be said that film medium 

is technic~lly suited to be fantastic and audience reaction 

is determined oy this nature of the film. Film combines 

ph,)tograph.ic reaily and aramatl.c .illusion and functions in a 

number of ways to its audience. One of the· important funct1.ons 

is to act aa an escape from the reai; drudgery life for 

audienctt. 1bis combined with the nature of the popular Indian 

Cinama, makes its heroes very popular with audience. 
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QiAPTER 'lHREE 

POPULAR INDIAN CIN~ - AN ANALYSIS 



In this chap-cer an at-cempt is m.aae w analyse ana 

unaerstana •popular • Ina ian <.:inema, vttich, along with 

the nature ot t:he meaium as aiscussea in the previous 

chapter, maae no'C only the Cinema as the most important 

fo~m ot en"Certainment for many people, but also createa 

its own • sU1rs •. ·.rhe:: phenomttna ot • star system • is 

aiscusse::a completely in next chapter when de.scr ibing 

the success ot NTR in Anahra Pradesh. 

It is saia that the aiscussion will centre arouna 

popular Inaia <.;.int:ma. !rut the preliminary question 1:0 

oe answerea is what is an Inaian Cinema 1 There are 

movies maae in most of the languages in In~ a ana what 

is to be t~en as representative of all-India film 1 

Hinai tilm is t:ht: obvious choice beCause of its countrywide 

accpetence ana apparently national charac1:.er. 'l.'he analysis 

of hindi f ilm shoula be applicable to· films in other 

languages. tor tht: simple reason that only •entertainment• 

or •commercial' movies are taken into account here, which, 

to a large extent are same in every language. This is 

unaerscorea thtt fact that many movies, from other languages 

are succt:sstully remade in Hinai, and Vice-versa, with 
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necevsary moditications •. ~he characterization in movies, 

structure of the plot ana treatment ot th~ problem unaertaken 

are same in this kina of movies in which ever language they 

are maae. For this very reason ~iterature available= on 

Inaia cinema is devotea to Hinai cinema to a large exte::nt, 

• 



anY the same is tak~n into account h~re. 
"' ·l' 

I~ is not to say that Hinai ana regional ~in~ma are 

identical in all respects. The ditferences betwe~n them 

stem trom the tollowing·reasons. Xh~ r~g10nal tilm has 

its •·oots ana st=nse ot identi~y anu stresse~ the ~l~ments 

of .regional tradi%.1on. It has the aovan1;.age of adoressing 

to a more homogeneous auaience and e~ploying local nuanc~s 

calculated to appeal to special sentiments.! Contrasting 

to this, Hindi films, as satyajit Ray puts it, present a 

synthetic and non-existent sodiety. They do away with the 

bOthersome aspect of social identification.2 Consequently 

the characters are more superficial and the treatment more 

fluid and general. Trying to reach wider audience, ~hey 

emphasize eniy those elements which have an all-India appeal 

and tries not to be identitied with any particular region 

in either characters or story-line. Apart from these, there 

are no basic ditferences in the treatment of popular movies 

in various languages. In this regard Hindi film is true.ly 

representative of all-India film. 

SWami Agehananda Bharati, an Americal anthropologist 

says that 'the typical Indian tilm is an •artefact• in 

natyam tradition. 3 The sanskrit term • nat yam • denotes 

music, vocal and instrumental, as well as dance ana acting. 

The basic ingredients of ~n all-India film testify this~ 

It comprises an operatic assembly of all possible spectacles, 

sentiments, melodrama, music and dancing.4 satyajit RaY 

~ists the following as essential in an average film; It 

shou.ld oe 1n ·colour, have six or seven songs, dance, 



.. 
stereotyped characters, dwellings wh1ch do not exist outside 

the s tudiO t.l.oor, locations in various hill stations and 

sometimes in foreign countries. "This may well ee the 

c~assiciU 111ne-rasas prescription carried to its nth limit 

of cruaity.S Barnow EriK and Krishnaswamy also speak of 

'Bombay formUla' for succuss. 'A film should include one or 

two major stars, at least half-a-dozen soggs~ two or three 

dance sequences with romance around idolized stars. Obstacles 

to love are provided by villainy or accidents and not due 

to any social problems. Dance and song provide the conven

tionalised substitutes for love-maKing as we~l as for emotional 

crisis. '6 Thus the nature of popular Indian cinema is 

determined by the compulsions as perceived by the producers 

and imagined expectations of the audience. Chidanand 

Dasgupta puts the interaction 1n the following manner; • What 

passes for acting is a game between the·producer and audience 

played with weJ.l established types-the cry1ng mother, the 

doting father, the aanc1ng,singing, dewyeyed heroine, the 
• 

sad-faced or epileptic hero, the comic, the precocious child. 
with 

The situations are stock situations _,.,~,,.., stock 

responses too ready-made to reFquire any exploration of why 

or how something has happenea, The films are ~ong as foJ.ak 

entertainment has always been. The opposition between good 

aDd evil is sharp, as it has always been 1n the epics and 

~egends. '7 'The elements of popular fiJ.m being what they are , 

how can we ana.Lyse and under sta nd 1 t 1 Before answering the 



above questiOn, it ~s important to understand the ~nf~uences 

on Indian c~nema wh~ch shaped ~ts content and torm. 

There are both external and ~nterna! inf.L.uences. on 

Indian Cinema. · Externally Ho!.L.ywood f~lm had the most 

profound impact. Each genere ~n Ho~lywood had 1ts 
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counterpart 1n India. 1 A.L.most every pasalng phase of the 

.Amer1.cal CJ.nema has ~ad its repurcussion on Indian film.a 

stories are often lifted and modified to suit Indian conditions. 

It was posible, as the American cinema is a •synthesis of 

values ana expressions easier to accept for international 

aLudiences l 9 The internal factors are many and come from 

different sources. 

unaerstanaably, epic trandition is th~ single largest 

influence on Indian cinema. Many features follow from 

~this, such as, •tendency to exaggerate reality, the 

extra~agant scenes and sentiments, the mixture of conflicting 

emotions, and the slow, deliberately pacea exposition ot the , 

main theme (with enaless distractions from minor sources, 

each complete in itself), the black and white characterization.lO 

The literary traaition has also its contribution to make, like' 

the markealy meloaramic strain, the exaggeration of sentiment 
. 

and accumulce ion of coincidence.ll Film became prominent 

ana a substitute for traditional forms of entertainment because ;. 

it incorporated all these elements tUlfilling the aive:rse 

needs for drama, music, farce ano,dancing. 

Producers ot the movies are motivateo by the goal of 
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making protits for the money they invest. Conaequently 

film-makers have to create a work which is singular enough 

to fascinate ana excite and general enough ~o excite many. 

'l'hey must appt:tal to 'Chose concerns of the a uaience which 

are shared. so. a film can be stuai~a as a collective 

fantasy, a group day-aream. in contrast to the inaiviaualised 

fantasy incorporated in a work of literature. a painting. 

SUdhir Kakar analyses popular ~11m trom this aspect. 12 

Like other high fantasy proaucts, such as chilaren•s 

tairy tales and adult day-areams. popular tilm emphasizes 

the central f~atu.t:es oi: tantasy; the tultilment of wishes., 

the humbling ot competitors ana the aestruction of enimies. 

After e~pectea twis~s ana turns., ~ilm reaches the inevitable 

happy-enaing repeating the message that failure of ••~• evil 

is inevitable.l3 Another teature is the ov~rsimplifica~ion 

ot situations ana the elimination ot detail, unless the a etail 

is absolutely necessary. The characters ot popular ti.l.m 

are always typical, nev~:::r unique, ana w .it bout the unnerving 

complexity of .~:eal people. The aero ana the villain, the 

beroinQ ana her best triena, the loving-tather ana the 

cruel step.motber are never ambivalent. ~he intention is 

to appeal to •c.hiid t=go state • within auaience, to arouse 

quick sympathies and anticpathies ana thus encourage 

identification. 14 

Here the attempt is to understand the popular tilm 

as tantasy product. But what is fantasy ? The origins 

of fantasy lie in the unavoidable conflict oetween one's 



desires, formulated as demands on hwnan envl.ronement, and 

the environment's inability or unwillingness to tulfmll 

those desires. Fantasy acts as a bridge between desire and 
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reality. Rooert J.Sto11er describes ~antasy as 'the vehicle 

of hope, healer of trauma, protector from realities, conceal~r 

of truth, fixer of identify, restorer of traneruility, enemy 

of tear and sadness, cleancer of the soul: .15 Popular film 

is a fantasy only in this special sense. 

Another d6mension of popular film is it being a spectacle, 

and not an artistic endeavour, Ash ish Na.ndy analyses popu.lar 

films ~r~m this point of view.l6 In a spectable olack is 

black and k.lhite is 'White and all shades of grey and scrupulous.ly 

avoidea. 'A spectacle has to be an overstatement~ 17 It 

is the form of the overstatement which is important, not 

its content. A popular i:ilm tries to be convincing as a 

spectacle by exaggeration. 

'$pectacles have to be ant1-psycholog1cal in tne~ 

ciontent1 they can be psycnologica1 only in their 1mpact.'.l8 

The cnaractors do not develop through s1tuat1ons 1n these 

films, rather tne s ituations develop through characters. 

, The story is told through a series of incidents wh~ch are 

interwoven through artifical means wuch as coincidences and 

accidents. Thus, judgea by the logic of their structure, 

wuch films are aati-psycholog~ca1. 

The f llm story does not generally nave an anexpected 

conclusion, but only a predictable climax. It bases its 



appeal not on the ~inear aeve~opment of a stroy .~ine but 

on the special configuration which the film presents of the 

many known elements or themes derived from popular stories 

a~d traditional tales. 

As an American Anthropo~ogist Agehananda Bharat1 says, 

the relationship between the screen ta~e and the people who 

watch, it, is between peopl.e and t hel.L projections, not 

between peOple and other peopl.e.lY The subject and execut~on 

of films are totally preaictlab.Le a no hence more stereotype 

than modern European movies. Stereotype does not imply 

unreal1stic, the degree of realism not being part of its 

definition. 'Frequency, reinforced by object extention, 

constitutes stereotyping '.2u Some of the stereotypes may 

be tree to J.1fe, whl..Le others are not. Thus, where as tight

f1stea, Ul-wi~led trademan may inaeed ex1.st, the nubl.~e, 

smi~ling, sing.ing, dancing, car-driving H~ndu gir.L does 

not1 nor her nubile, herel.C, healthy, han:isome, desperate 

lover. Often it appears that the most unreal characters score 

be:st in movie popularity as they serve as fantasy objects. 

AS already mentioned, the hero is a stereotype ina popular 

cinema and is contrastea with the villain. By and large 

Indian· hero is mainly of two kinds. 21 One is the sensitive, 

charmiag youngman, who is within the society and has a great 

respect tor In~ian ideals. Another is a rough ana tough 

characeer who relies more on brawn than brain and is outside 

the society. In last decade the first type of hero gave way 

to the second type. It is interesting to study changing 
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archtype of hero, which is not devoed of social influences. 

From the:= heroes of the end forties ana early fifties, 

emerged three major ones, emoodying the romantic iaeals 

of the time. ,itaJ Kapoor was the first urban Inaian hero. 

A loss of both humanitariaa ethics ana oriental values tormea 

the centre ot his plots. 
j 

His pqrtr.yal of naive hero. lost 

in big bad world, probably representea th~ growing tears of 

urbanization at that time.22 Dev Anano still playea lost-

in-'COwD- hero, who wanted to chan4J,e the worla but aidn • t 

koow how. The films or 'Che late '50' s were a kaleidoscope 

of romance, pessimism ana rejection. In t:h.e sixties xajesh 

Khanna em~ge:sd as the top hero. He r epresentea a mixture 

of acceptable values, old and new. He pla¥ea miaale-class, 

urban, romantic hero, who had human streangths ana railings.23 

In the seventies he:= was supersedeo by the image ot angry young 

man, an anit-hero, e:spitomi 2 ed by th~ rise of Amitabh Bachan. 

~he new hero haa scant regard for law, morals ana ethics 

ana questioaed the system which wronged him.~4 ~irish 

Karnad says that, if one were to relate the changing hero-type 

to the caudieDCe towaras which he is airectea, one can say 

thit there is a graaual change trom a miaoleclass to '.an 

essentially working class target.25 

· 'J:he hero as the centre of 'Che plot, serves as the 

care ot popular cinema. Being an inaiv iaual he is ~asily 

·1aentJ.t1eble ana thus serves as a stereotype to be aomir.::a 
·;-:.,,· 

or aped. Iaentii:ication is aiaea by the protr~yal of .the 

character of hero ina mov iex. In contrast to villain, hero 



is 
0\A all vireu•s ana a respository of ~d~als. If poor'• he 

will be honest and hard-working ana rights against oppressive 
' 

system1 if ~ich. he is benevolent ana sacri~icing. Generally 

. c::ither the hero or heroine ill be r ich a nu the other poor. 

In ehe poor house e~eryoody is enaowea with gola~n hearts anu 

possess~s love ror on~ another. In contrast to this, in rich 

houses atflut=nce brings distance betw~en tamily members ana 

th;;. poiDt that true love cannot be bought by money is 

forcefully presented. epite often there will be eulogy of. 

poverty which is equated with honesty and self-respect~ 

Whether rich or poor hero will have necessary physical~and 

moral powers to achieve what he seeks. In almost all the 
• films, he~ings and dances. In one variety of films wljere 

l 
the hero is sensitive and romantic the problems are created 

Wllit.t\ A~l:e.Y j 
by social differences, ar~Areconciled and the fatre r who was 

much concerned about social status and wealth changes his 

heart ana ofters the hand of his daughter to hero. In the 

second variety of films, where he is a tough man, the villain 

Will be a dacoit or Kingpin of international smuggling gang. 

·'l'he society is portrayed as weak and the message given is that 
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only strong people achieve what they WfiJnt in tlu.s society. Wlat 

is most ~portnat, however, is, in Ooth kinds of films the 

solutions oftiered are unrealistic ana ~naividua.J. wh~ch are 

not rational. 

In conclusion, one can say that popuJ.ar Inaian cinema· 

being what it 1s, intluenced and shapea oy var<lous taql;ors 

as discussed above, acts as a conscious collective fantasy 
wtt•'ch.. 

for audience. The stereo-t~pea characters)e~~ourage 10enti-



fication makes .1. ts heroes very popular. They acqu.1re an 

. ~age wh.1ch transcends the .1naividual films ~n wh.1cn they 

act and usually a strong .1ndividual .1mpress.1on will be 

present on the roles they enact • 

••• 
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CHAPTb;R FOUR 

~G~NCE OF N.T.R. 



In Andhra Pradesh assembly elections held in January 

1983, Telugu Desam party ceme to power after nine months. of 

' its formation by a fUm-hero Nandamuri Taraka Rama Rao; · 

popularly knownf!s N.T.R. The' Congress Party which 

was ruling the state ever si.Jtce its formation in 1956, ·faced 

the defeat for the first time. .Andbra Prades..'1 returned 9:1.!

but one Iok Sabha candidates even in 1977, whEn in most 

parts of the country Congress was rejected. In 1978 Assenbly 

Elections and 1980 lok Sabha ~lections too, the st;-1te favoured 

Congress. Thus it hAs always been a stronghold of this party. 

But Telugu Desan came to power disprovingnany election ~ 

forecasts. For a second time in India, after Tamil Nadu 

a film-hero·becsne a chief Minister. Undoubtedly· there are 

many factors which brought out this development. Sane of the 

important factors -are the popularity of N'IR being a filmher&, 

decline of Congress due to .various reasons disCllssed later 

~nd the prevailing social and political conditions in that 

s:'tate during the time of elections. In' Tamil Nadu the , 

imp act had been a long and Sl stained one. In both the cases 

there are some similarities and m1:ily dissimilar! ties. 

After analysing political developments in Andhr a Pradesh, a 
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comp arieon is made with· Tsnil Nadua to enhance the under standing 

of the role of fUm medium in politics. This cht:pt~r starts 

with an exsnination of why film-personalities are popular 



' 

among Indian people and seeks to understand the phenomena 

of 'star system' sociologically. 
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Film per sonell ties all over the l«>rld enjoy preeminence 

among people. The phenomena of Stardom is not peruliar 

to only Hollywood ·cinema. In India the film peoonslities are 

much talked about and occupy most of the leisure time of 

the people. It is not to say that all of than enjoy 
1

the 

same kind of attention and prestige. It depends on each 

·individual actor• s abilities and the kind Ofimage acqUired. 

Only some of them deserve the label 'stars', as they possess 

larger-than-life image in the eyes of audience. They are 

admired, not merely envied, and looked upon vd. th awe. 

What are the social and .rultural reasons which give 

~ise to the above phenomenon? They are not far to seek. 

Movie-goir:tg has almost acquired ritual status anong Indian 

. people. As the literacy rate is very low, reading books and 

magazines figure nowhere in their leia.u'e activity. Films 

are the only form of enteartainment for vast multi tude of them. 

It is the only one \ibich is within the reach of their 

economic status, as they oa;nnot afford other expensive ways 

of entertainment. Qlidanand Des Cllpta rightly observes, 

"the reAsons for the appeal of films are the erosion of the 

traditional forms of folk entertainment, trek into the· 

cities i~ search of employment and by this cinema cpickly 

established itself as the only diversion of the public 

fulfilling its diverse needs for drama, music ••••• " 1 It is 



also because television has not yet replaced.films as in 

developed countries for obtious technological and economic 

reasons. Thus films stay as the dominant medium in India 
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at present. We observe that popularity of film-personelities 

is not less to do with ,the popul2ri ty of the medium. Ap"art 

from them, ~tanen anq. others those associated with 

entertainment are equally popuLsr. This phenomena is termed 

as • star syste:n' and stem ft'om several reasons. The 

following dise»ssion is to under stand th1 s phenomenon fi'om a 

sociological pointof view. 

In, every society there are two categories of persons 

whose behaviour is an object of attention by the members of 

that society. The persons who hold political, enonomic 

and religious power are, pres..unably, one category of persons 

because of the consequences their actions h;;\ve on the present 

and future generations of society. The second category of 

persons are those whose institutional po•,.;er is very limited 

or non- exi stent, 1:u t whose doings and a way of life arou se 

a considerable end even a maximum degree of interest. 

These are var 1ou1sly called as stars, idols or 'divi'. 
2 

What are the S> cial conditions which giverise to 

this phenomenon? The primary condition is the growtlt 
. 

in size of societies. In a large-scale society th~e is a 

high level of interdependencein which only snall number of 

persons provide- reference to all. The elen~nt of mutuaJity 
' 



is la~ing in the inter action as people know the star w t 

he· views than as multitude. The second CJ.ndition is the 

increase in eronomic wealth which :il.cilltates mobilization of 

interests and attention. But in s:>me societies, low level 

of eoonomic development also brought wt this developm~t 
t;j 

as in India where cinema ste1rs wre very popular and in ;!f,.atin 
,I' 
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America where football players enjoy the arne kind of prestige. 

As for the third condition, the st8I's blear witness to the 

possibility of social mobility. Their Slccess is seen . 

as achieved through their talent and hard-work. For th.i:s 

very reason, they are admired, not envied. The great 

improvement in their stP,tus is seen to be obtained not by 

illicit means rut by their meritorious conduct and exceptional 

or char isnatic qU8li ties. 3 

Thus, 'stars' are those members of the ccmmun,i ty 

whan all can evaluate, love or CJ"iticize. They are chosen 

objects of collective gossip, the channels of which are 

mass media of communication. The highly successful ~ortsnen, 

film personalities form the cere group, but do not exhaust 

them. Most of the menbers belong to entertainment world. The 

group is not structured and has very fluid and uncertain 

limits. In Hollywood we htwe the examples of &unphrey 

Bogart, SOphia Laren, Marilyn Monroe and Gina lollabr igada 

only to mention a few.In India also we have many of them 

in different languages. 
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stardom and charisna;. When both these words are 

used in general sense rather than restricted, they are 

comparable. Stardan is a phenomenon by which a certain 

·individual attrc>cts in the eyes of many others, an unc:Oncli

tional admiration and interest. The par~icul?l' individual is 
•r 

credited with exceptional qUalities Slper ior to other sJ · 

Likewise Weber defined 'charisna' as "certain quality of an 

individual personality by virtue of which he is set apart 
. 

fr·om or~inary men and is treated as endowed with Slperhat~l, 

superhuman or at least ~ecifically exceptional powers or 

qualities. 
4 

This is to say that 'start' are chari S1latic figures in 

the eyes of their followers. It does not constiute a power 

relationship as stars don't have institutional power ot their 

actions have any effect on. the society. They are judged by the 

st8ndards of the roles they are playing. The criterion of 

evAluation is "highly ~ecific, i.e. in aparti cular r~le. 

But .in certain oocieties under some social tondi tions 

this quality may be diffused. For example in one south Americr:ll'l 

country football players victorious in a 'I.Or ld championship 

were selected as parli81lentary deputies. In Brazil, the 

manager of the football team is regarded as the second most 

important person after the president. Likewise in many 

other countries also foo~all players are '«X very popuL::1r. In 

India we have witnessed many film personalities entering 



politics with varying degree of Slccess. In TOOlil Nedu 

from the beginning there have been in tim P.te relationship 

between politics and cinsn a. fut, N'IR was not associated 

with any party or movanent before entering into politics and 

within nine months after estat:il.ishing a party could come out 

successful in the elections, E!Derging as a chari snatic 

leader. 

Analysis of Chari spa tic Leader §hip 

Weber's definition of charisna sounds psychological. 
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Chari sna is "certain qUail ty of an individual personality by 

virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary mm <jnd is treated 

as endowed with Slpernatural, Slperhuman or ~ecifically 

exceptional powers or qualities~ On the other hand Weber also 

recognised the existence of a social basis for its exercise. 

Char isna has to 1::e S>cially valiedated. Thus Weber was concerned 

w1 th both psychological and sociological components. 

Chari sna is a 'gift of grace• to a persona and does not 

require external confirmation, yet without social validation 

charisna does not exist. These two orientations are 

manifested when he said: 

"It is recognition on the part of those Slbject to 

authority which is decisive for the v~'lidity of charisna," and;. 

1 No prophet has ever regarded his (l_Uaii ty as dependent up~n 

the attitude of masaes towards him'. 5 

Weber was diswssing charisna in his analysis of 

three ideal types of authority,. based on the kind of legi'bimacy 
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claimed by each. His original concept was that the provisioning 

of all demands that gp beyond those of everyday routine has 

a charisnatic frundation. The charisnatic men are •natural' 

leaders- in times ef psychic, physical, economic, ethical, 

religious and political distress- are netther office holders 

nor men who c:cc;uire expert knowledge and serve for renumeration. 

These leaders are holdErs of specific glfts of the body and spirit 

which are believed to be supernatural and not accessible to everybody.J 

Weber says thBt in pr 1mi tive societies this particular kind of 

deference was paid to the prophets, to people with a. reputation. 

for therapeutic or legal wisdom, to the leaders in the hunt, 

;::nd heroes in wcl5. Weber also held thBt charisn;:; is pure only 

in_its emergence and it gets transformed to either traditionc:1l 

or rational ruthori ty depending upon the ty-pe of succession 

followed. 6 

Many writers have expressed doubts aoout the validity 

of using this concept in other fields. 7 But as parsons 

says, 'Charisna covers a field consider ablzy broader 

than wh~ is generally called religion.8 
AS Shils poin:ts 

out, Weber also applied the concept to creative, e:xpamsi ve 

and innovating personalities who are reg;:rded as 'extraordinary' 

' even though they neither claim to possess divine grace nor 

have it imputed to then. 9 Parsons also says that 'Charisna 

is no.t a metaphysical entity but a strictly anpiri cal, 

observable quality of men and things in relation to truman 

acts and attitudes. 10 Thus the concept of chari sna is 

.. 



u seYul by focussing upon the oo cia 1 condition s "rl thing 
' 11 

which it develops. The degree to which incipient 

· charisnatioa are generated is a function, to some degree, 

of the cultural pattern of society which may encourage or 

impede then. Thus charisnatic leadership is not a lal?.el 

that can be applied t:ut a problematic relation between a 

leadS' and his followers which can be investigated. 

It is true that no leader Slcceeds unless the 

ciro.nnstances are propitious. It is only When the message 

conveyed by charisnatics to social groups is r elevent and 

meaningful within the social context that atthori ty emerges. 

He succeeds when a potential following exists because of the 

problem some people face. The importance of both_ the leader 

and the context 1n which he moves is Slggested in the 

conclusion of a historian of reformation, Eli OU.noy, that 

'Martin luther King found public opinion super saturated with 

revolt; all that was needed to precipitate it was a pebble 

thrown in.'12 In a situation where increasing n.unber o~ 
people are dissatisfied with the existing oonditions, 

charisnatic leaders may emerge. What is impor tent is not the 

_personality of the leader alone, rut what he stands for, the 

issues he is associated with, the grievances he seeks to put 

right, the manner in ·which he proposes to do so and more 

importantly the·time he chooses to do this. 13 

Flner gence of N'!R is sought to be exmiined in the 

above discussed framework of anal.,sis. 
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NTR as a Film Hero 

N'lm entered into film industry in 1949 in the role 

of a police inspector in 'Mana Desam • (our country). In a 

career ~enning thirty three years, he worked in 292 films rut 

of which 274 are in Telugu. His films can be classified into 

socials, mythologicals, folklores <::nd historicals. Although 

he is most femous for his mythological roles, he acted 

only in 42 ·Of them. 184' of his films were socials, 55 

folklores and 11 historicals. After his first film, he 

worked for Vijaya productions in four films, all. of which are 

successes. They were 'Paatala Bhairavi', 'Malleswari' 

'Per&lichesi choodu' and 'Chandreharan', aJ.?- directed by 

emineat directors of that time. In 'PaatalB Bhairavi', 

a folklore, ·he acts as a commoner who ascelids the throne ;,fter 

r esc:uing the princess from the hands of a wicked magician. 

He also wins the heart of the princess. 

The first godly role that Ram a RBo played was in 

his ;o th film, · 'Maya Bazar • as lord Kr ishne.. 0 f the thirty 

films he acted before, twenty h?d celebrated hundred-day 

runs. So it is not true to say that 'i:he becane fanous only 

with mythologi.cals. One film that brought him fane for 

playing godly role was 'Sri Venkateshwara Mahatfmyam ( 196o). 

The film tells the story of Lord Venkat~swara, the go d of 

seven hills and incarnAtion of Vishnu. There is a scene in 

which he emerges .ft"om the idol of .the Lord and walks towards 
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the caner a - the audience •. This parti<nlar scene created a 

deep impression on the viewer e and the identi fi c::1tion between 

man and God was complete. Rama Rao also played some anti-hero 

roles putting them in a fevoureble light. Here the portrayal was 

to show that they are not as bad as theyaVe made out to be. He 

played Ravana in 'SitaRama Kalyanan' (1961), Rsna in Lavakusha' 

( 1963), Ulryodhana in 'Sri Krishna Pandaveeyan' ( 1966), Bhima in 

'Pandava Vanavasgn' ( 1968), three roles viz. Kat'na, .I:Uryodhana 

e.nd Arjuna in • Dana .Veer a SJr a Karna' ( 1977). Leva Ku sha 

ran for a record 75 weeks. Thus while he is remanbered most 

for his roles as Rama and Krishna, his positive interpretation 

of traditionally negative characters like Duryodhana, Karna 

e.nd Ravan&\'IWOil him CS'itical acclaim. Of the 42 mythologicals, 

he played Krishna in seventeen films. Thus he acted as 

almost all important characters in Indian mythology. His 

mythological films were a greAt SJ.ccess with audience. Two 

of hi.s films ran for fifty-weeks, seven for twenty-five 

weeks and twently-five others had a hundred day run in ;~25 

theatres. Wh.::lt another actor Jaggaiah says about lrama Rao 

is· worth qt.r:>ting: "He developed his own di cjlt ion, very 
. 

important in mythologicals. His cultivated gesticul3tions 

and his person::~lity was. agr.eat asset that. helped him to become 
I 14 

a super stAr. 

Majority of his films were socialS as already 

mentioned. Most of them are fanily dramas where the hene 

is the anbodiment of all that is good. Films are too numerous 



in this gen .re to mention.' Pettandarlu' (Power weilders ) 

released in 1970, narrates the highhandedness of the 

village bigw.l.gs and the way a young man teaches thE!ll a lesson, 

winning the approbation of the people. His socials were no 

different from his counterpart in Tanil Nadu or an aver age 
-tl-ti"ftl 

Hindi film, d1 swssed in seeoft'd chapter. 

Thus he got a good and godly image anong. Telugu 
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audience enacting different types of roles. While in 

mythologicals he played divine roles and performed miracles, in 

folklores he played 'the Swashruckling hero, who bestowed with 

superhuman ouP.lities goes about punishing the Wicked and 

reN.ling dan'sels in distress energing as the victor and 

darling of the heroines. In socials, whatever role he 

played, he always stood for all that was good, noble and brave 

fighting against all that was bad, mean and corrupt. Thus 

over the years he got the image of a gallant saviour who 

· punished the villains after facing the near imp os si ble odds, 

ultimately e:nerging victorious. As we shall see, this .unr:ge 

served him well when he entered into polities. 

Apart from being A successful film-hero, N'IR acquired 

a. nECne of being an honest person. He also pe.rticipated in 

many social service activities by collecting money at the time of 

natural cal001ities. In a bicl-data published in 1977, it was 

stBted that he -



( .1) collected nearly Rs. 1, 50,000 for Rayalaseema famine 

relief fund in 1952. 

( 2) collected more than Rs. 3 lakhs for police constable 

-t8Jlily welfare fund in 1965: 

( 3) collected more than Rs. ~ l2khs for National Defence 

FUnd in the wake of Indo-P ak v-1a1J in 1965: · 1 

( 4) In 1977, a cyclone lit the ooastal districts of Andhra 

Pradesh. N'IR along with rome other film pE>..rsonc;:lities i 

toured the state and collected R s. 15 lakhs for Andhra 

Cyclone Relief FUnd. 15 

De cling of Q:>nq ess 

Since the formation of the st~-'te in 1956, the Congr ees 
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had hardly faced any chc.llenge in .And.hr~' Pr2?esh. The 

emergence of e: r egionE!l party in Telugu Desam and its a5Kent to 

power in 198 3 w2rrants a review of Congress party' s functioning 

in .Andhra Pradesh. The Congr ees 1 B.lpport structure' was the 

landed gentry, agrirultural and industric:1l laoourers; 

in te:m s of caste it enjoyed the allegiance of princip<~ 1 

castes in Andhra., Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, 

ba ckwerd classes and minorities. They had reposed faith in 

the economic and social policies of Congress like land reforms, 

nationalization of banks, 20 - point programme etc., 16 

I niti~ally the leadership of Congress party came from Brahnins 

and other educated uppEr middle classes, from urban arens 

as in other parts of the country. As an electta'i.l study puts 



it: "The party• s leaders_ip shifted in the late fifties 

and eerly sixtie~, from the urban centres to the rural 

peri}lthery, :tromthe educ2ted middle class in the cities to 
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the r\ral elite. Fran the higher urban based caste to middle 

peasant castes. n17 The split in 1969 resulted in the ini.tiation 

of many radical programmes which sought to transfonn the 

Congress Party from the party of the privileged to the party of 

the messes. In Andhra Pradesh since 1982 there was a dync:mi c 

change in t~ SUpport structure of the Congress. An election 

survey conducted by department of }X)litical science, Osne>.nia 

University, Hyderabad indic:c"tes a wide support to CongresS 

from backward classes (58.7%), the minorities (43.1%) and the 

low castes ( 34. 1%). 18 In contr::: st to this, a st;ite-wide study 

of 1980 parliamentary elections indicated a decline in Slport 

for eonaess from badcward classes ( 47. 5%), minor! ties ( 23. 7%) 

and Scheduled Castes ( 10%). 19 Thus there was a decline of 

support from backward classes c.nd minorities by 1980. 

The political developments in Andhra Prades.'-1 .:trom 

1980 to 1983 further eroded the credibility of Congt' ess. The 

failure at both government and party level was exemplified 

by change of four Chief Ministers in a span of three ye2r s. 

Dr. Chenna Reddy became chief ministel!'· after 1978 assembly 

elections. Many defections took place in lids tenure which 

resulted in the decline of strength of Janata .trom 00 to 16 

and Chngress (U) from :!() to 3 in 2~ years • Many corruption 
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' charges were also levelled. against him and his cabine'~ 

eollesgues. His style of ftmctioning coUpled with the 

pOJtpous eelebr ation of his 60th birthday resulted in growing 
I 

20 dissidence. Finally he was to resign on 10th October 1980 and 

.Anjaiah took over as chief minister. At the time of 

election, he was a R ajya S abha men ber. Prior to that Anjaiah 

was defe2ted in the asSenbly elect::.ons from the Musheer abe.d 

constituency. In order to acenommodate all factions, he 

formed a 61-manber ministry. Every third·l'1LA became a 

minister which was against the r ecommeridations of Acinini strati ve 

Reforms .Cbmmi ssion. He became _a laughing stock in the eyes 
21 

of public. Anjaiah was followed by B. Venkatram. 

A leading news magazine, Slnday described his election as 

1 Exit Mr Anjaiah, Enter Mr Nobody', ?.lld oompared him with 

Babasaheb Bhosle of Maharashtra and Shiv Olaran Mathur 

of Rajasthan. Vij ay Bhaskar Reddy became chief minister 
' 

fifteen weeks prior to the assembly elections. He was a minister 

in Brahmananda Reddy's cabinet and resigned in 1971 •. He 

joined Congress (I) only before 1980 parliament,~ry elections. 

In a short span of time he coUld not 1::r ing back cr edi bf.lity 

to the party \tbich eventually lost to Telugu Descn. 

The centralizing tendency in Indian poli ti ce clearly 

manifested in the ease of Andhra Pradesh too. There was 

a wide-EPread feeling that party affairs are stage-man;~.,ged 

from. Delhi as seen in the ft' equeat changes in leadei' ship. 

' Later Rsna Rao successfully exploited this by accusing 

Chngress leadership of selling the pride of Telugu peOple 



in the streets of New Delhi. Thus the decline of ·Cbngress 
i 

can be seen due to :f:\actionalism, centralized politics 

and corruption which eroded its credibility. Finer gence of 

Telugu Desten is, thus, in accordance with the logic of 

Indian politics at that time and Andhra Pradesh in 

parti~lar. 

Slccess of Telugu DeSEIP 

On 21 Mar_ch 1982 Ran a R ao announced that soon; he 

would launch a political party. On March 29, he formally 

inaugurated the steering canmittee of the party. Explaining 

~he idea behind nsning the party Telugu Desan he said:- 11 I. 
'· 

have decided to devote myself to the ct:Use of our s~ate. I 
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have decided to fight to revive the glory of our proud rultur a1 

hsri tage and for our language. Therefore, we will call our 
22 

party Telugu Dessn." After forming the party in March, 

in the span of nine months, N'lR emerged as leader of Telugu 

people. His emergence has all the characteristics of a 

charismatic leader which was di-scusSed earlier. In order 1n 

underS:and this rise, we should analyse his theme and style 

of campatJting which was aided by his cinanati c image. · 

Explaining why he entered into political field, 

Rama Rao said: "They (people) have gi. ven me their affection, 

patronised my films, made me rich and famous. . It is my 

duty now to repay this debt.' 23 Echoing the sgne sentiment 

in a panphlet 'My Mission', he said that his dutytowazlds 



his people and state has not ended simply as an ar<tist 

· and he wuld ·like to devote the rest of his life to the 

cause of the State. In the sE:tDe psnphlet he questioned the 

state of affairs in the state and held Cbngress responsible 

for the miseries of the farmers, poverty of the workers and 

insecurity of the ~men. His appeal was mainly anotinal. 
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He asked Telugu people to look back into the glorious p:=!St 

when they earned name as brave people when statavhanas and 

KakatiyaS ruled and the rich o.tltural heritage in the form of 

language and literature they developed. He urged than to 

compare that w1 th present state of affairs. He alleged 

that people didnot have the freedom of electing their o~ 

Chief Minister Rnd State Cbngress leadership was a pupet in 

the hands of central leaders. He declared atthe end that 
tv 

his main concern 't.OUld be tlterevive the glory of the past and 

the rich o.tltural heritage of· the Telugu people/ their self

respect. 

The theme of his entire canpaigning was also on 

the same lines. He aS<ed people to dethrone the corrupt rulers 

who have for gotten their self-esteem. By this they should 

make it clear that nobody ooUld take than for granted and they 

were the masters of their own destiny. This emotional appeal 

was aided by his experience of acting in films. His oratory 

was a great asset to him which created a powerful r q:>por t 

with people. His ge~res and body language also helped in 

driving home his point. His ca:npaigners used large hoardings 
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.. 
of his imAge as lord Krishna heiped \tli.th garlands blowing a 

coJh shell. 2 5 

The victory of Telugu Dessn is not an unimportant 

one in the context of political developments in India. This 

has many facets, viz. Centre-State relations, effect of 

strong primordial sentiments in political.mobilizationtJ the 

influence of cinematic image anong peop~ etc., Pny explenation 

should ta<.e into account political si~ation at th&t time in the 

country and partirularly in Pradesh. George Mathew analyses 

the victory of Telugu Desan in this light. 26 Since late 

196os then was more centralization resulting in the neglect 

of regionf:!l·feelings on the political, economic as well 

as rultur e1 levels (e. g. ignoring local political leader ship, 

farmer's denands, language danands etc.). The SJccess of 

Telugu Desam party can be seen as an ·inevitable response to 

this tendency. The~ failure of Congr ees leader ship in Andhra 

Pradesh at both governmental and party level was a direct · 

result of this centralizing tendency. Tht:re was widespread 

feeling that the political affairs in Andhr a are stage

managed 1« from Delhi as exemplified 1n the changeof four 
J 

chief ministers in a span of three years. 

Appeal to a primordial Sentiment 

Primordial in the literal sense means that which is 

formed earliest or that 'Which is first in order. In · 

socidlogical literature this is usedto identify that which 

evoks intense and comprehensive solidarity anong people. 

.. 



Edward Shils for instance identifies canmn terri tory of 

origin and residence, common place of work, ties of tibood 

and se)O.lal connection as primordial. It has many functional 
' 
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levels in 'view of the context in which it becomes operational 

like caste, religion, linguistic and cultural identities in 

Indian context. 27 

One of the important election planks of the Telugu 

Desgn party was to restore the self-respect of sixty million 

Telugu people. N'IR' s main political slogan was Telugu 

A'bnagavravam (Telugu self-respect). The appeal to the 

primordial sentiment is evident by the type of campaign 

c2rried out by the Telugu Desan in the +orm of Panphlets, 

casettes and poster s. 28 

There were casettes which mimic~ed the faux pas 

of Anjaiah and other leaders of the previous goverment 

in songs, parody and poetry. There were other casettes 

which recalled the songs of patriots like Gurajada Appa Rao 

;:md plays and other works of Kandukari Veersalingam. They 

also referred to the story of Alluri Sitarana R84fl ( a patriot 

who fought against the British rule ) in Burrakatha. 

Interspersed with such songs, the casettes recorded N'lR' S 

speeches in which he lamented that 1n the land where <llrajada 

had left his foot-points, the land which is S>aked by the blood 

of Alluri, the land which had produced great poets like 

N annaya, Tikkana, Err ana and more recently leaders like 

Srir anulu and Pr akasan, a land which Jaad prodUced Slch poets, 



Social reformers Al'ld heroes, now has leaders who were ~lling 

its pride and prestinge and self-respect on the streets of 

Delhi. 29 

The pamphlets and life-size posters projected imagery 
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. which by implication promised good and clean government. One 

booklet in ailour consisted of mythological and ltistorical roles 

which N'IR had played. In between the portraits were brief 

writs-ups, characterizing those roles. The pictures are those 

of NTR in ·the roles of Krishna, Karna, Bhishma, Veera Brabnendra 

Swamy, Sri Krishna Devaraya, Sri Rama and Brab:na Nayudu - in 

that order. It can be seen that all In9-ia mythological fil?}.lr es, 

toghber with more recent and local sainxts and rulers are depicted 

in those pictures. Each of these figures stand for certain 

ideals like political shrewdness, bhakti, valour, sacrifice, 

seoJ.l.ar attbt1lde and s:>ciAl refonn respectively. 3J Althwgh 

the appeal is to the Primordial sentimE!'lt, the images and syml:ols 

recall the romposi te o.tlture of India. In this respect the 

Telugu Descm movenentis very different from the Dravidian 

movenent in :rami~ Nadu which was mor.e fundamentally a 

b ak t In "h...th th th · a" 1 t ... " re away movenen • LAJ ese cases, ere ~s appea o ~"" 

primordial sentiments of people. The film medium was 

effectively used to oonvey meaasage in Tanil Nad.U where as 

the image was ef_fectively exploited in Andhr a Pradesh. 

Even in Tgnilnadu in later years of the movement, film-

stars were enp loyed for political mobilization. 
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Now we turn to a more detailed study of Iravidian 

movement and the impact of film medium on Tamil politics. 

This should give us a broader understanding of the role 

of film and filmpersonalities i'tl politics. 

A Compari sion with Tamil Nadu 

Dravidian movenent in Tanil Nadu was started for 

the uuliftment of .non-Br ahmins of ~uth India. While 

organizing Dravida Kazhagan in 1944, E. v. R~aswany Naicker 

sought to extend his movement for s:>cial reform and uplift 
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to the demBtld for a separate and ind~€ndent state, 

Dravidastan. In 1945, the object of IK was proclaimed to be the 

achievement of a sovereign Independent Dravidian Republic, 

which would be feder ?-1 1n nature wi. th four 11llits· oorr esponding 

to the linguistic divisions, each having residuary powers 

and autonomy of aaninistr ation. Later the character of 

the movement had entirely changed. Hardgrave, W.o studied 

the movement put it: "The move:nent hns been transformed 

under the impact of social mobilization and accommodation 

by government, 1rom a secessionist movement, based on the 

glories of a resurrected past and a vague and impossible 

hope ·for the 1\lture, to a political party, representing 

an increing tl>ecificity of interests and a germinal 

acceptance of basic democratic, electlmal and parlianentary 

vaues and principles. n31 



The Dravidian movenent could bring the peOple of 

Tan! lnadu an awareness of itself as a e>mmunity. The movenent 

was able to achieve this through an expression of primordial 

identification. The base of the movement compriaed urban, 

semi-urban, unemployed middle class youth. The IMKf as a 

catalyst for social mobilization, has effect! vely exploited 

the identity anxiety of the transitional individual in his 

movanent :ft)om a primardially determined uni~se of fanily, 

caste and village to an urban environment. The widening of 

the base of the movementtook place later. To quote Hardgrave 
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again: "Through its appeal to basic language nationality con

sciousness, the party has gained increasing .suppllrt as the identity' 

horizon of Tamil people expanded under the impact of concomitant 

forces of communication, urbanization and industrialization. n 32 

·The film h;,s een a major vehicle of I:ravidian 

movanent, c:>nd its effect and penetration may be meas.1red in 

the rise of IMK t.tV~d its victory in 1967 elections. Early 

Tamil films were lc.rgely mythologicals but with the first 

social films in 1936 cane an infusion of pol! tics. The 

Congress sought to use the motion picture for m.ationalist 

propaganda. While the Congress in Ta:nil Nadu ms.de early 

use of film, it was only the party of Tamil nationalism, 
' 

the rnK, thF:t took film seriously as a vehic_le of political 

mobilization. The leaders of the IMK regarded film"c;s the 
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mist important art form becAuse 1 t was the most popular. 

\'lri ters and actors who had matured in the touring dramatic 

companies associated with E. V.R' s self-respect move:nent cEtne 

to dominate the Tamil screen. From the 'guerrilla theatre' of 
b 

Tamil nPtion;;lism, they W"ought anti-northern, anti-rabnin 

thanes. Their Tanil was purged of sanskritic elements in 

assertion of DrAvidian· self-respect. The golden age of the 

Tamil kingdans was resurrected on celluloid. Irallnins w~e 

portr eyed as sinister and foolish. 33 

The Dr1=1vida Kazhagan, in ~ite of the appeal to the 

masses, remained a quasi - military organization and basically 

el ltiet in character. Seeking dsnocratic party organization~ 

and electorc:l 'involvement in the newly independent India, a 

dissidentfaction broke with E. V.R. in 1949 and foundEd the 

IIVJ.K. tmong those joining C.N. Annadur ai, its founder, were a number 

of T~il stars, including K.R. R Einaswany, s. s. Rajendran, and 

Shi vaji Ganesan, and later M.G. Ranachandr an. 

Early lliK films, like 'parasakti' were basically 

oriented to social reform. But as the 1957 elections neared, 

the party chose less obtrusive themes with more of specifically 

political flavour. The dan and f'or a separate state of Dr avidasthan 

used to be couched in 'folklore' films in which hereo (MGR) would 

struggle against the evil despot. Dialogues used to refer 

obliquely to contenporary politics and gradually phrases introduced 

to refer to party~ a reference to the rising Sln, symbol of the 

party, or Anna, Annadur ai. Herg_ we refer to sane of the 
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films to get an·idea of how film medium was used to prOpagate 

Ifarty ideals. In the folklore film •Nadodi Mannan• (Vagabend 

king) 1958, there were numerous references in song and 

dialogue to 'Dr avida 1 • In the film, dn adaption of "The 

Prisoner of Zenda', Mffi, cro"Wlled ll: ing, i sSles a decree that 

could ·have e8sily passed for the IlvJK election manifesto. In 

'Adimai Penn', Jayalalitha points to the rising Sln and tells 

MGR, 'That is our God •. Pray'. 'Nan Nadu' is perhaps the 

ultimate in this series. The film, remake of an earlier Telugu 

hit, exposes administrativ·e corruption and· social evil and is 
' 

given a partirular lliK flare. MGR makes his appearance wearing 

the party colurs - a red shirt and a black trouser. Throughout 

the fiJm, the red and black rombination appears. Annadura~ s 

portrait hangs on the wall in almost every scene, accanpanied 

by pictures of Gandhi. When Mffi, the sacrificing government 

clerk turns "JOliticiart in the cause of the poor and ::e seeks 

election, his posters are in the red and black form as that 

of 1Jv1K. With Mffi' s election victory, a song Proclains, 

'The Sun is rising, history is changing, and now everything 

will be alright.' The film concluded with a self-respect 

m arr i;:oge under a statue of Gandhi. 34 

Thus, there was a conscicus attenpt on the pert of. IMK 

leaders, to 1:1se film medium for the propagation of party ideals. 

Karunanidhi, writer of the fiJm 'Parasakit ( 1952 ) said! 'My 
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intention was to introduce the ideas and policies of social 

reform and justice in the films and bring up the status of 

Tanil language as they were called for in IMK policies.• He also 

said, 'We say that arrt should be for propaganda - for the people 

and for s:> c1 ety. ' 35 Thus the films of both c. N. Annadur ai and 

Karunanidhi were vehicles of !:klcial reform and party propaganda. 

Their thanes wer~ widow re:narriage, untouchability, the self

respect marriage, zanindari abolition, prohibition and religious 

hypocrisy. 1>1K leaders have recognized the fact that cinen 8 is 

the only form of entertainment for canmon man. They ~ave made 

use of it for social reform •. In every story they introduced 

emusenent with instruction ~d ideology wherever possible. 

The two st~..r politicians of Tamil Nadu were also 

initially groomed in the Dravidian movement. Later Shi vaji 

Ganesan joined in Congress and MGR founded his own party, 

Anna IMK and became the b.ief minister of Tanil Nadu in 1977. 

The reletionship between the party and these herees -.x were 

mutually reinforcing. Their popularity was due to their 

association with Dr avidiAO movenent 81ld the pat' ties they r epr e

sented al~ benefited by their star appeal.. Their film and 

political careers are, thus, closely linked to each other. · 

·In 1949, Ganesan appeared in a play 1 Olandra Mohan', 

'fii'i tten by C.N. Annadurai, wich depicted the triumph of 

Maratha hero Shivaji over the Br•ins. Shivaji was one of the 

founding members of the IMK, when it l:roke with Periyar in 1949. 

Soon afterwards Shivaji appeared in a leadingrole in the 
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film (Prasakthi' ( 1952) for which the screenplay end dialogues 

were written by Karunanidhi. The film attacked injustice and 

inequalities of society. The scene for which the film is 

f8lllous shows a pr !est molesting a girl. inside the tftnp le 

precincts. In the follo,.ing yegs, Shivaji acted in many films, 

a third with a critical hundred- day run, a mark of Slccess. 

His films were both historicals and socials with considerably 

v8l"ied roles which won him more than a*>zen president's 

awards. In 1960, for his role in Veera Pandya Kattbomman ' 

Shivaji recei,.,:ed the best actor award at the Afro-Asian film 

festival held in Cairo. In 1966 presidentof India conferred 

'Padmasree' in recognition of his contritution to the st;:.ge 

and screen of South India 2nd of his charitable and national 

activities. 

When he was in Il1K, Shivaji was never really involved 

in party activities even though he was asSociated w1 th it. In 

1961, he extended his Slpport to the new Tsnil' Nationalist party, 

a split fi"om IMK. When the party was dissolved and its leader, 

E.V.K. Sampath, joined Congress, Shivaji followed. Now he is 

with Congress (I) and was made a Rajya Sabha menber in 1982, 

following the dec:1th of Nargis futt. 

Shivaji's generosity is an import81lt element of his 

fan im~e. He contriluted one lakh rupees to the mi{dap meal 

programme to the Jt school c;hildren and also food and money 

for the relief of Madras food victims in 1962, He used to 
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maintain a drgnatic troupe of hundred menbers and regularly 

held benefit pr ogr anmes for schools, hospitals and char 1 table 

institutions. He also mBde s.tbstantial public contrihltion of 

gold to the Prime Minister's Defence Fund and also staged 

benefit progr ~ es for it. 37 

M. Gopala Rsnachandralt,popularly known as MGR, is 

a Malayalee, born in KandJ, S'i Lanka. Poverty stri~en, 

their fmtily moved to Tgnil Nadu. At the age of six, Mffi entered 

the Madura! Original Boys C'omp:my~ a dranatic troupe and 

learned dancing, acting rm.d sword fighting, which later served 

him well in his film career. In 1954, Karunanidhi offered him 

c leading role in Malai Kallen (Dacoit of the moontain). It 
0 

was a great success which brwght fane to MCR and he son joined 

the INK. 

The typical MGt film is a morality play filled.with 

purity and integrity reminis~ent of the classic Jlnerican 

western in Wich good inevitably triumphs over evil. The 

villain is portrayed as embodiment of evil, save the love he holds 

for his beautiful ds..Ighter. The hero is all virtuous. 

In love scenea with heroine, he is invariably the 

persued rather than the persuer. The hero is a goody-goody man <11d 

the heroine, a saintly C:r:'eature. The incidents can be changed 

a little, bUt the basic characters are always the same. The 

claimax brings the defeat of villainy, uplift of the poor:t, 

Pnd fulfilled romance in a self-respect marriage. The 
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films are filled with references which blur the role ct1d actor 

into one which made MeR a pro#,ection of his screen image. In 

'Enga Vi ttu Pillai (The Son of Our Hane) he signs~ "If you 

follow me, the poor will never suffEI'. First Christ came 

and ~eached, then Gandhi came and preached (but *hepeople 

have for gotten). Now I will get things right.' In • NanNadu • , . 
about which already msttion is made, the hero is introduced in a 

series of short episodes. He helps/ an old woman to .wallf across 

the street; &SI}W, saves small children from eating unclean 

sweets. Later in the film, he captures a ration-shop dealer 

selling goods illegally. Like Shivaji's lliCR's image has also a 

lot to do with his gencrisi ty whi dl is well publicised and is 

an important element of his feme. After torrential rains, he gave 

raincoats to 6,000 rickshaw p.1llers in Madr.as. When fires had 

destroyed some Madras hu1ments, he gave a lakh of rupees for 

relief. 

In 1967, the ll"lK Wln elections in Tamil NadU and MeR 

also becane a member of state legislature. Just a few 

months before elections, he was shot at by M. R. Radha, who 

acts ~a typical villain in Tclnil films, over some dispute, 

ariSing out of personal ~d political conflict. MeR conducted 

hia 1 csnpaign fi"om his hospital bed. Later he was made the 

party treasurer. With the death of C.N. Annadurai in February 1969, 

Karunanidhi became chief minister. In 1972, Mffi broke with 
~; 

Karunanidhi and formed Anna mK, named in hdnour of late c.N. Annadur 

MeR accused rMK of rsnpant corruption and of betrayal of Annadurai' s 

principles."~ 

• 
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In 1977 lok Sabha elections, Al.AI:Ml formed 'Progt"essive 

Front' with Congress and <PI. It bagged 35 of the 90 seats it 

contested .and polled 58 per cent of the w tes. 'Ihe opposition 

parties, IMK, Congress(o) and cPI(M) wn together only four out 

of theirtY-nine seats they oontested. It· is to be noted that 

Karunanidhi 's government we/3 SlSpended one year before the 

elections. In the assembly elections held 1n the same year 

· AI.AI:MK-CPI(M) fi'ont won 142 of the 234 seats contested, ·whereaS 

Il'1K, going alone, ~ecured ally 48 seats. AIAJ1>1K ass..uned office 

on ~ June 1977 with M.G.Ramachandran as alief Minister. 

MCR • s rise in political career owes no less to his 

·screen image as he could become chief-minister of a language 

and nationality conscious Tanil-Nadu despite being a Malayalee 

by birth. N3 already mentioned his image and party influence 

were mutually reingorcing. In one of the surveys conducted in 

1969 by Hardgrave and Anthony C. Neidhart, the r elationshipP 

between star-preference and party-affiliation is explored.~ 

Among M<R 'fans 81 per cent voted far IlJIK in 1967 elections 

in urban areaS, whereas 73 pei' cent veted feP IJ4K iii 1967 eleetiona 

i a ur tan al' ea&, whereas 73 per cent in rural areas. In 1962 

elections the corresponding figures were 75 a>.d 58. The 

results thus confirm close relationship between favour for 

MGR and stppart for the Il1K. They say that Star preference 
.. 
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has the highest predictive value of any variable in determining 

party vote. However, they caution us that it is not to 

establish a ce.~sal relationship. Hardgt'ave and Neidhart 

wrote: "It is highly probable that the dominance of MGR 

in the Tsnil films, as well as involvement of both Annadurai 

and Karunanidhi as film writer and producers, was a 'V!i:tal. 

ingredient in the I:MK's rise to power and a powerful 

testament to the influence of film on society. "4o 

What at' e the similar! ties and ~ ssimilar i ties in the 

influence of movies on politics of .Andhra Pradesh Sld 

Tsnil Nad\1? In Tamil Nadu there was a oonscious attempt by 

the Draviditfl movement to use the film medium effectively for 

poll tical purposes. They conveyed their ·ideas Sld progranmes 

through film effectively and star imcge of actors ·was also a'i\ 
important element in political mobilization. The building caf 

larger-than-life image was also aided by clever ~blici ty, 

apart ~om acting in films. ·In the case of .Andhra Pradesh, thiS 

worked retrospectively. There was no conscious attmept to mix 

:)Olitics with cinema, rather they tried to be away ~om it. 

Unlike MeR and Shivaji, N1R waS not directly as oociated w1 th 

any political party of movement. At the time of joining in 

politics, his legitimc;cy was only being a top actor with 

impeccable reputation for sincerity and hardwork. He revealed 
. to 

that his intention to l).oin politics was e~ess his gratitude 

and repay debt to his fellow-Telugu men for honouring him as an 

artiste, 
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at a time wha:l,their identity and self respect is in danger. 

While his star-image gave him an initial boost, clever 

csnp aigning convinced the elector ate of his mission of 

restoring self-respect of Telug.t people~ While number of 

factors helped in the triumph of Telugu Desam, Nm•s good 

and godly image is no unimport~t one. It gave him the chan§e 

to speak on behalf of all Telugu people and represent their 

grievances against Congress rule. In both Tanil Nadu £Cd 

Andhra Pradesh, the language-nationality factor played a 

dominant role and the leaders have effectively exploited 

this primordial sentiment • 

• • • 
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CONCLUSION 



AD attempt is made in the foregoing chapters to 

analyse and understand the impact of film medium on society. 

To understand. the impact of any medium it is also necessary 

to examine it's nature and conteat, for the nature of the 
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impact is determined by them. The stuay was mainly concerned 

with, what may be termed as, the phenomenon ot NTR. It 

started with the assumption that he could be successful 

not irrespective of being a popular tilm hero, but also 

because of it. It is not to aeny other significant social 

an84a political factors, but to examine the role ot a particular 

element, given the presence of other factors. It is a 

significant'development in Indian Politics, for a second 

time in india r±r-st beiaq tbe case of ·£tfi, a film-hero became 

a chief Minister. It is also of some interest to note that 

others who wantea to emulate him in oifferent states ana 

at nat~onal level, could not be as successful as N.T.R. 

surely, there should be equally good reasons for this. 
wnen in a society establish•• political leadership 

tails ana a vaccum is created, those who have a gooa image 
c. 

in ~e non-political fields stand a good cha~e of being 

. elected as political leaoers. '.L'his is what was exemplified 

in the case of N. T .R. ~en the .ruling party ana opposition 

fail to win the confiaence of people, a non_political 

alternative is :touna. '1'his will depena on other factors 

like political culture of a particular society. It is in 

this :tramework that an attempt was maoe to analyse l:he 

impact of film meoium on society. 



The important characteristic of film is that i* is suited to 

create and serve £antasies. The appeal lies in its creation 
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of illution of reality. still photography, from which the 

film developed, records the reality as it is. The two confl~ 

cting tendencies are round in film medium from its inception. 

Whiile i.umiere brothers used it for the second purpose, Melie.• 

for the first. It is in narrative film that the two tendenc~ 

exist side by side. The photographic realism is combine with 

dramatic illusion. 'lhe audience reaction is also examined in 

the second, chapter, where it is said that film serves the 

conscious fantasies of the people. It is more akin to day-

dreaming than a dream. 

It is in the nature of film medium that it creates •stars: 

They acquire a particular kind of image which transcends each 

of the film in which they appear. They also stand in a 

particular relationship with addience. It is not peculier 

to only Hollywood cinema. Their popularity will depend upon 

the culture of a particular society. In India, film is the 

only form of entertainment for many people. It has replaced 

traditional forms of entertainment and acquired the status 

of •popular culture• in society. Popular culture is the 

answer the demands of a society in transition. If fills 

the gap between 'folk' and •elite• culture. In every society 

a gap exists between.them, more so in India. Changing social 

conditions will bring new demands which are catered to by 

popular culture. Films in India have acquired the role of 
r"'\ 

•cultural leader'-'hip• ~Y setting trends in various fields. 



Content of the films is also an important tactor to 

examine in tn1.s context. The audience reaction will depend 

on·and also is determined ny it. The variOus intluencesoa 

~ndian Cinema Shaped 1.ts content. The dominant external 

influence 1s Hollywood film and internal influences are 

many such as the ~1.terary ana epic traditions. Cinema being 

a replacement of •folK entertainment• has also incorporated 

some ot ~ts elements. T.ne popularity of film is also ~ause 

of certain social conditions like low economic aevelopment~ 

n~gn rate of ~l11teracy and erosiOn of traditional forms of 

enterta*'-taed:.. 'l'he resu.1.t of the two fac~rs~ nature of ti.Lm 

meaiwn and content of popular Indian cinema, is the immense 

popula.tity of film-heroes to a great extent and others 

assoc~ated with it to a lesser extent. 

" 
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~ Political cul turre in ~ndia .is large.ly of noD-partiCipative ., 
-
' nat9re. The mode of evaluatiOn 1.n different field l,iJce 

political, economic and cultural is not deeply internal1Zea. 

Ia advanced societies where the division is clearly made, 

the popularity 1n one field may not ne genera:&.1zed to other 

spheres. But in Inaia, the social and cultural conditions 

enabled a popular film nero like ~.'l'.R. to become successfu:&. 

~n political field. As repreatedly made clear, it is not to 

deny the 1.mportarx::e of ether factors J.1.Ke political and social. 

Here the problem is ana.lysed, on.1.y trom a part1.cu.1ar point of 

view. 

Film has a tremendous potential to be used. in polities 

in a society .U.Jte ~nOJ.a. It 1s onl.y .i.n Tamil Naau that th.i.s 

was successfUily exploited. Here the tiJ.m carried the po.litical 
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meiage and helped .tn the r.tse of au< 1D power. Even .tn 'famj,J. 

Nadu, film-heroes played no unimportant roJ.e. They were the 

drawj,ng-cards for masses. The popularity of Shivaj~ ana 

MGR as we.J.l as the DMK was mutully re~n;orc~ng. MGR cou.J.d 

successfuily become Chief MiDl.ater l.n 1977. after apll.tting 

from OMK and forming his own AIADMK. It 1.s significant to 

note that 1.n both states, that 1.s Taml.l Nadu and Andhra 
. . 

Pradesh, the dr~ve w•s against the centre and cqngress party. 

In both the states there is assertion of regional identity. 

The nationa.J.ity question also played an 1.mportant role. The 

assertion of the peop.J.e .tn both states as belonging to a 

partic~ar region ana J.l.nguj,stic group was strong. This 

also under scored the J.mportance ot pr J.mordial factors l.n 

Indian po.L i tics. N.T.R. cou.Ld auccessru.J.ly rouse the 

sentiment ot TeLugu people because of he being a popular 

film-Auo in Andhra Pradesh and having aciDlired a particular 

kind of image, and not irrespective. of them. The role a. 

this factor was exemplified in the type of campaign he 

carried out. While all political leaders try to acquire a 

good-image among people cy clever puclicity, this was fulfilled 

in the case of N.T.R. betore joining politics itself. P~erhapa 

because of the lack of the corresponding social and political 

cond~tions that others could not be an su~cessful as N.T.R. 

This factor is more in the nature of dependent variable than 

an independent one. However, tilm provaa to be an important 

medium to be effectively used • 

• • • 

I 
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